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CHAPTER I 
Introduction 
Background of the Study 
Among the students served by the ISU Writing Center are the 
university's English as a Second Language (ESL) students. Some of these 
students, having received an incomplete in freshman English or the ESL 
series, see a writing center tutor once a week, starting at the beginning 
of the semester; others are referred to the center later in the semester, 
as it becomes apparent to the freshman English instructor that they are 
failing; others, not necessarily students in an English class, "walk-in" 
to the center with the conviction that an essay they are working on will 
not meet their instructors' standards. 
Although most of ISU's ESL students are majoring in the sciences and 
are highly motivated to improve their language skills, time constraints 
make necessary the center's employing a wide variety of teaching 
strategies with a group of composition students that in some respects is 
less varied than its native counterpart. With the walk-in ESL student, 
who may not return, and whose weaknesses are not known beforehand, the 
tutor will usually examine the essay in question and then help the student 
proofread it, mentioning appropriate rules of grammar as he or she sees 
fit. With the late referral ESL student, the tutor will usually spend an 
hour a week explaining assignments and helping to outline and refine 
essays written for the professor requesting assistance. For the regular 
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ESL student, the tutor will spend the semester clarifying material in the 
Writing Center Tutorial Manual, the center's composition text, or 
examining selected exercises from grammar workbooks. 
Writing center tutors typically do not have a background in ESL 
instruction, and when faced with editing an ESL composition, they may be 
unnerved from the start. They need only remember that the center has not 
been able to find an appropriate textbook for its ESL students to be 
convinced of the hopelessness of the task before them. 
If the tutors refer to the writing center's text--the Tutorial 
Manual, they will no doubt find that it is not suited to the needs of the 
center's ESL students. The manual's main concerns are correcting fused 
sentences, comma splices, and fragments--clearly the grammar mistakes that 
plague the center's native students; but ESL students, who do make these 
mistakes, usually have other grammar problems that are equally serious and 
that may also prevent them from passing freshman English. 
It is not simply a question of supplementing the Tutorial Manual with 
existing ESL grammar texts, either; for most so-called advanced texts, 
with their traditional emphases on identifying the parts of speech, 
forming the past, perfect, and progressive tenses, choosing articles, and 
using phrasal verbs, are written with the advanced grammar student rather 
than with the college essayist foremost in mind and may leave readers with 
significant gaps in their understanding of the composition process. For 
example, many of the center's ESL students, who may have studied English 
grammar for ten years or more, are not quite sure how to form complex 
comparisons (such as "Cats like a house more than dogs do") and indirect 
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quotes or questions, or they wonder how to choose between active and 
passive in an expository essay, or perhaps most importantly, how to choose 
and sequence verb tenses in a narrative. 
The subject of this paper is the manual Advanced English for ESL 
Students (AEFES), which has been designed specifically for ISU's ESL 
students studying freshman composition in the writing center. This new 
writing center manual resembles certain other ESL grammar texts in that it 
addresses perennial problems, like question and negative formation, but it 
differs from the texts in that its fundamental goal is to help students 
achieve a native-like academic writing style. AEFES also differs in that 
it is designed to be used by tutors who are not necessarily trained in 
TESL and who can normally meet with a student for no more than one hour a 
week. For these reasons, among others, the manual presents grammar 
material in readily accessible, non-technical language. Furthermore, the 
manual takes advantage of the tutorial setting wherever possible by 
requiring students to formulate some rules and generate many sentences 
under the supervision of their instructors. 
Designed as an alternative to the Writing Center Tutorial Manual, 
AEFES's primary use will be with the center's regular ESL students, 
students who have received composition instruction in the first semester 
of freshman English but who have not met the department's standards for 
correctness. Tutors of walk-ins and late referrals, however, may find 
AEFES useful as a supplementary text. 
---------------------------
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CHAPTER II 
Survey of Literature 
Preliminary Survey 
In deciding what types of grammar problems AEFES would address, I 
first carried out an informal error analysis of the essays of twelve ESL 
writing center students in order to have an idea of the types of grammar 
problems prevalent in ESL compositions. Word choice, verb tense, article, 
spelling, comma, preposition, redundancy, miscellaneous punctuation, 
garbled sentence and subject-verb agreement were the ten most common 
errors I found, in that order. Assuming that most of the students had 
learned to avoid certain errors by avoiding certain structures, I next 
examined thirteen advanced grammar and composition texts in order to make 
sure that the types of errors I had found in the student essays were not 
limited by the students' fears of committing errors. 
Texts 
The thirteen texts I examined were drawn from five categories: 
composition texts for ESL students; grammar workbooks for ESL students; 
grammar workbooks for basic writers; handbooks for freshman English 
students; and grammar workbooks for freshman English students. Two of the 
texts were composition texts for ESL students: American English Rhetoric 
by Robert G. Bander and The Random House Writing Course for ESL Students 
by Amy Tucker and Jacqueline Costello; Two were grammar workbooks written 
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for ESL students: Grammar in Context, books one and two by Sandra N. 
Elbaum; four were grammar workbooks written for basic writers: Stepping 
Stones: A Course for Basic Writers by Nora Eisenberg and Harvey E. Weiner, 
Cornerstone: Foundations for Writing by Harriet Spiegel, Basic Grammar by 
Robert Yarber, and Basic Grammar and Usage by Penelope Choy and James 
McCormick; three were college handbooks: Harbrace College Handbook by 
John C. Hodges and Mary E. Whitten, Rules for Writers by Diane Hacker, and 
Writing: A College Handbook by James A. W. Heffernan and John E. Lincoln; 
and two were grammar workbooks written for freshman English students: How 
to Read and Write in College: Reading/Writing/ Editing by Richard H. 
Dodge and The Techniques of Writing by Paul Kinsella. I chose the books 
on the bases of recent publication and of sustained use, as evidenced by a 
book's undergoing numerous editions. 
I then considered which errors would be appropriate to address in a 
tutorial manual and which would be appropriate to ignore, although I 
automatically decided to address certain ESL errors such as verb tense and 
subject-verb agreement. For example, although article errors were among 
the most common errors in the ESL essays, I chose not to discuss them in 
the manual since I believe that an ESL student can solve this problem more 
efficiently by listening and reading than by writing. I also took into 
account the fact that the ISU English department does not consider article 
errors major errors and will not fail composition students whose 
understanding of article use is not native. On the other hand, although 
no relative clause errors occurred in the essays, mainly because the 
students did not use relative clauses, I chose to include in the manual a 
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unit on these clauses since good native writers tend to use them 
frequently. 
Basic drawbacks of the ESL texts 
There are a number of fundamental reasons why none of the ESL texts I 
examined would be appropriate as a writing center manual. To begin with, 
each of the texts is written as a full-blown semester course and contains 
too much material for an instructor to cover in fourteen hours. Their use 
of metalanguage, too, might be confusing, if not for the student, for the 
tutor who does not have a strong background in TESL or pedagogical 
grammar. Furthermore, the texts do not provide opportunities for students 
to generate sentences or paragraphs under the direct supervision of their 
instructors, an opportunity that a writing center can and should provide. 
Verb usage serves as a specific example of how the texts would not be 
appropriate in the tutorial setting. The advanced volume of the Grammar 
in Context series spends the first third of its text discussing tenses but 
tests the students' knowledge of tense sequencing with fill-in-the-blank 
exercises, exercises which clearly do not promote fluency so readily as do 
exercises that require the student to write original sentences or 
paragraphs. In fact, the main drawback of this series is that its 
exercises promote sentence or word-level competence only. 
The Random House Writing Course for ESL Students assigns numerous 
free-writing exercises for a journal that the instructor may choose not to 
correct, and otherwise relies on fill-in-the-blank exercises usually 
concerning no more than two tenses. This text discusses verb tenses in 
approximately four four-page units, one of which follows its predecessor 
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at a distance of more than 150 pages. One verb unit comes at the end of a 
chapter entitled "Writing and Revising the Narrative Essay," and, like the 
other verb units, is obviously not given the same emphasis as the subject 
of the chapter, which in this case is the structure and purpose of the 
narrative and how to choose a topic and structure a story. At the end of 
its fragmented discussion of verb tenses, The Random House Writing Course 
for ESL Students admonishes the student to "BE CONSISTENT WITH VERB TENSES 
AND MOODS" (Tucker and Costello 355), and tests the student's ability to 
be so with a three-quarter-page editing exercise filled with verb tense, 
mood and voice errors. 
American English Rhetoric, on the other hand, provides no 
verb-tense-sequencing exercises whatsoever, relegating its verb-tense 
information to an appendix. 
The main drawback of American English Rhetoric and The Random House 
Writing Course for ESL Students is that they are process-oriented 
composition texts: The writing center tutor would have to pass over the 
bulk of either text in search of purely grammatical material. Moreover, 
too much of the grammar material in both texts is reinforced and tested 
through fill-in-the-blank and error-based exercises. 
Error-based instruction 
The texts gave me many ideas about how I should not go about teaching 
grammar. Particularly in the area of instructing developmental students, 
error-based instruction, which is the use of examples of error to teach 
correctness, has received much recent criticism. As Thomas Friedmann 
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explains in his essay "A Blueprint for Writing Lab Exercises," "Exercises 
should be non-error based whenever possible." 
We seek to have students become habituated 
in correctness. Teaching by contrast--offering 
incorrect examples--seems to work against that 
objective. By offering only correct examples we 
seek to teach the correct image, to help coordinate 
hand and eye to the configurations of correctly 
spelled words and correctly punctuated sentences. 
We do not offer error-filled passages that would 
further weaken the average basic students' already 
shaky sense of what is "correct" (1). 
I might add that the success of error-based instruction at any level 
is problematic. Composition instructors who require readings of their 
students do not take these readings from an anthology of the most dismal 
essays ever received by the department; instead such instructors assign 
the best written, most relevant material they can find, on the quite 
reasonable assumption that what one reads affects one's writing. Perhaps 
some students write well enough not to be negatively affected by grammar 
books whose method is error-based; nevertheless, the authors-of these 
books have probably missed an opportunity to improve their readers' 
skills. 
A number of the books I examined--Harbrace College Handbook, Rules 
for Writers, How to Read and Write in College, and The Techniques of 
Writing--use error-based instruction almost exclusively. The Techniques 
of Writing showcases the approach by introducing examples with phrases 
like, "Now that you are acquainted with the positive rules, let us see how 
these rules are violated (176)," and "We will list below the principal 
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parts of some of the troublesome verbs and show how they are frequently 
misused" (Kinsella 265). 
How to Read and Write in College presents ten pages of pairs of 
homonyms that are frequently confused, with the unabashed instruction to 
memorize them. Friedmann, however, in his paper "Teaching Error, 
Nurturing Confusion: Grammar Texts, Tests, and Teachers in Developmental 
English Class," warns against pairing frequently confused words because by 
doing so a teacher actually improves the likelihood that a student will 
associate them. He suggests that a teacher instead pair a troublesome 
homonym like "there" with "where" so that a student can link the word to 
another word by function rather than by pronunciation (394). 
Sentence combining is another instructional approach which, although 
new and well-respected, is error-based. The theory behind sentence 
combining is that students write short, choppy sentences and that if a 
teacher can break them of this habit, they will become more sophisticated 
writers. Unfortunately, the sentence combining approach assumes that in 
order to learn how to avoid using choppy sentences, a student needs to be 
exposed to hundreds or even thousands of them. Some of the sentence 
combining exercises in Writing: a College Handbook, in other respects a 
correctness-based text, consist of an entire page of choppy sentences that 
are to be reduced to one sentence. A more modest example follows: 
EXERCISE: 
The dog lived next door. 
The dog was scrawny. 
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The dog was old. 
The dog howled. 
The dog kept me awake. 
I was awake all night. 
ANSWER: 
Howling and barking, the scrawny old dog 
next door kept me awake all night (290). 
Not only is this type of exercise based on error, it is based on 
exaggerated error: no student has ever written a string of choppy 
sentences like that above to make such a simple point. Nevertheless, when 
the sentences being combined are not derived from adjectives or adverbs, 
sentence combining need not be error-based and can be a powerful 
instructional tool. An exercise asking students to combine two 
well-written sentences with a choice of coordinating conjunctions, for 
instance, or with a relative clause, does not run the risk of reinforcing 
something it hopes to eliminate. 
Finally, it is not uncommon to find error-based exercises that ask 
the student not to identify a single error, but to identify two, three or 
more. In fact, exercise forty-four in The Techniques of Writing asks the 
reader to identify the fragment, run-on, comma splice or faulty pronoun 
reference in each of the sentences that follow. Exercise fifty adds the 
category faulty parallelism to that list. Friedmann, in a discussion of 
how to instruct students to avoid fragments, says that "Before they 
[developmental students] can proceed to revision, these students need 
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lessons in completeness. They need one type of fragment within those 
complete sentences clearly marked ••.• Varying the [types of] fragments [in 
an exercise] makes passages doubly hard" (Friedmann 392). 
Clearly an exercise like the one in The Techniques of Writing would 
be impossibly difficult hard for a developmental student. One could argue 
that the book is not written for developmental students and that 
Friedmann's recommendations do not apply. On the contrary, The Techniques 
of Writing is written for freshman English students, a number of whom will 
be borderline or problem writers; moreover, I would suggest that any 
student who can differentiate between five such complex errors after a few 
pages of definitions probably didn't have a problem to begin with. 
Metalanguage 
In every book I examined, with the exception of Stepping Stones, 
there is an unjustified reliance on grammar's metalanguage. For instance, 
authors typically define subjective complements and then fail to explain 
how the information can help students write better. Basic Grammar, which 
states that its text emphasizes ''the essentials of sentence structure, 
grammar, punctuation, and spelling, with a minimum of abstract 
terminology, (preface)" defines subjective complement; and then when 
students have a chance to apply the term towards improving their writing, 
when it would have been wonderfully simple for the author to write, "The 
verb agrees with the subject, not with the subjective complement," the 
term is forgotten: "Don't confuse the subject with words that rename it in 
the sentence," Yarber cautions regarding the sentence, "The police 
officer's only reward was taunts and threats" (43). 
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Even linking, transitive, and intransitive verbs with their entourage 
of completers may be superfluous terms for the writer. The Techniques of 
Writing explains that "Linking verbs do not take objects. Instead they 
have complements. They serve as links between subjects and complements, 
which may be either adjectives or nouns" (48). It is difficult to 
understand the definitions, but more difficult to understand why they're 
important: the only way the author applies them to writing is to point out 
that "I feel badly,'' is incorrect. But "I feel badly" is not even 
academically possible. 
On the other hand, connections may not be made between terminology 
and performance because the connections don't exist. I suspect that there 
are actually only a few parts of speech that writers need to be able to 
identify in order to write correctly, and authors who provide twenty or 
more pages of grammar terms--a common practice--might do better to ask 
themselves why they are using terms at all. There needs to be a genuine 
connection between memorization and skill-building, and if good writers do 
not need to know a predicate adjective from a predicate noun, it would be 
better to require them to spend their time reading literature. 
Like the author of Basic Grammar, a number of authors rejected the 
absolute necessity of students' learning a lot of "abstract terminology;'' 
nevertheless, abstract terms were constantly discussed, though too rarely 
in relation to the art of writing, and instances of runic definitions 
abound. The Harbrace College Handbook offers this explanation for the 
diagramed sentences that followed: 
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. • • the plus sign connects the two basic 
grammatical parts of the sentence: the subject and 
the predicate. The first part functions as the 
complete subject (the simple subject and all the 
words associated with it), and the second part 
functions as the complete predicate (the verb and 
all the words associated with it). The grammatical 
subject (or simple subject) and the verb (or simple 
predicate) are in boldface. 
Aside from the fact that the author does not explain why it is 
necessary, for instance, to understand the relationships between a 
predicate, complete predicate, verb, a verb and all the words associated 
with it, and a simple predicate, he does not explain the terms themselves 
in an integrated fashion. The paragraph quoted above appears on page two 
of the handbook. In the event that readers are unfamiliar with any of its 
terms--and presumably they would be, so early in the text--the paragraph 
before it refers the reader to the handbook's glossary of "grammatical 
terms, beginning on page 501" and ending on page 526. 
Referring the reader ahead of the current lesson to a glossary was a 
common strategy that authors use to lighten the burden of integrating 
their material, which perhaps accounts for part of the popularity of the 
parts-of-speech approach to instruction. Even more confusing, terms often 
arise with no definition or referral. In Rules for Writers, as in the 
other handbooks, it is not unusual to read an explanation like ''the less 
important idea has become a participial phrase modifying the word uncle," 
(59) even though participial phrases have not been introduced. If one 
consults the index instead of assuming that, stupidly, one has passed over 
"participial phrases" recently, one will discover that participial phrases 
are defined 236 pages later, 
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Although all but one of the composition instructors I studied relied 
heavily on grammar's metalanguage, I found no coherent defense of the 
approach. Paul Kinsella's justification of the parts-of-speech approach 
to composition consists of a list of benefits, the most significant of 
which I have recorded below. 
If you know the parts of speech, you will be 
able to construct a parallel outline ••.• 
Knowing the parts of speech will help you to 
write more coherent paragraphs •••• 
• • . The use of non-standard language • • . 
can be a serious handicap to people who are trying 
to improve their social and economic position. It 
is important that you learn the parts of speech to 
solve this problem (Kinsella 1985). 
Since Kinsella is not writing an ESL text, the reader must assume 
that the third paragraph is referring to Black English Vernacular (BEV) 
speakers' learning the parts of speech; but according to the information 
in Jean Bolen Bridges' essay "Dialect Interference: A 'Standard' 
Barrier," ignorance of the parts of speech has virtually nothing to do 
with a BEV speaker's misconceptions about Edited English (10-12). 
Kinsella's 25 pages-plus of parts of speech are not in themselves going to 
help BEV speakers write better Edited English or improve their "social and 
economic position." A proper parallel outline could not justify 
Kinsella's excessive use of metalanguage, and as I mentioned above, if 
knowing the parts of speech actually makes writers more coherent, it was 
not proved to my satisfaction. 
The question arises as to whether a composition text utilizing 
grammar's metalanguage would actually present a problem to ESL students, 
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who, after all, tend to have a stronger grammar background than American 
students do. Although most of the ESL students in the writing center do 
have a strong grammar background, a significant population does not. 
Refugees, citizens of U.S. territories--namely of Puerto Rico, and the 
occasional foreign student who has graduated from an American high school 
usually have a very incomplete understanding of these terms and are as 
stymied by them as are American students. Whether or not ESL students are 
comfortable with the parts-of-speech approach to composition, it remains 
true that when these terms are not indispensible to understanding the 
process, it makes little sense for a composition manual to require a 
student to recognize them. 
Mixed idioms 
Ironically, no book drew a sharp line between formal and informal 
English in its example sentences. For instance, authors typically used 
sentences like "I no longer eat desserts, for I am trying to lose weight" 
(Choy and McCormick 83) and "I can't eat this sundae, for I am on a diet" 
(Spiegel 130) to illustrate coordination. The most unfortunate result of 
this practice is that, once again, students are not exposed to 
well-written English. Furthermore, the sentences are not authentic 
English since they would not be heard under any conceivable set of 
circumstances. Finally, students may conclude that they are being told 
how to speak as well as how to write. Woe to the author who has convinced 
a student to yell over the fence, "The neighbors haven't seen your dog, 
nor have I" (Choy and NcCormick 83). 
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Error-based composition instruction relies heavily on the spoken word 
for its example sentences and exercises. The incorrect use of past 
participles, and of hardly, and the incorrect formation of comparisons are 
just a few of the errors that authors illustrated with examples of speech 
rather than with examples of writing: 
"Well, I have wrote her up a citation for 
$60. She parked in a no-parking zone" (Choy and 
McCormick 83) • 
Jane can't hardly wait for the spring vacation (Kinsella 261). 
Wanda gave us more salad than LaVerne (Yarber 152). 
One of the exercises in Rules for Writers consists of a friendly 
letter from Rosalie to Marie, about Rosalie's being "smash[ed] in the 
rear" by a "tan Cutlass" (233). The student is instructed to edit the 
letter; but editing the letter destroys its effectiveness, interest, and 
charm. It is not logical for composition instructors to ask a student to 
edit speech or highly informal writing; after all, even a rhetorician 
would not presume to tell a student how to communicate with family, 
friends or neighbors. 
Many authors recognized the difference between informal writing or 
speech and formal writing. Basic Grammar and Usage concedes that "It is 
as inappropriate to use very formal language in an informal situation, 
such as a casual conversation with a close friend, as it is to use 
informal language, for example, slang, in a formal essay" (169). 
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Strengths of the grammar texts 
Besides suggesting the types of grammar problems to address and the 
methods of instruction to avoid, the textbooks gave me many ideas about 
how I should instruct the material I had chosen. Specifically, Stepping 
Stones: A Course for Basic Writers instructs grammar basics while using 
little grammar terminology. I chose to follow this approach, and to use a 
number of Eisenberg and Wiener's terms. Stepping Stones also uses an 
inductive approach to teaching certain structures: often exercises 
precede the rules they illustrate, and the student is asked to formulate a 
rule before encountering it on the page. Basic Grammar and Usage uses 
extended prose samples for some exercises instead of unrelated sentences, 
a strategy which makes these exercises, like the rule-formulating 
exercises in Stepping Stones, interesting as well as challenging. When 
illustrating grammar rules, James A. W. Heffernan's Writing: A College 
Handbook uses example sentences drawn from the works of literary men and 
women. Many of the exercises included in AEFES are modeled after 
exercises that can be found in these or in the other nine texts. 
Other sources I drew pedagogical techniques from were Marianne 
Celce-Murcia and Diane Larsen-Freeman's The Grammar Book: An ESL-EFL 
Teacher's Course and the Writing Center Tutorial Manual. The Grammar Book 
suggests the use of the Bull Framework when teaching verb tense sequencing 
to advanced ESL students, and this framework figures prominently in 
AEFES's verb unit. While cataloguing the functions an English verb can 
perform (describing present action, a scientific truth, an habitual 
action, etc.), I consulted the Celce-Murcia text and Writing: A College 
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Handbook in order to compare their lists of functions as delineated under 
tense. Finally, my experience teaching from the Writing Center Tutorial 
Manual convinced me to provide students with sentence-generation exercises 
and to use non-technical language when presenting grammar rules, whenever 
possible. 
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CHAPTER III 
Academic English for ESL Students 
Academic English for ESL Students is unique among ESL texts in that 
it is designed specifically for very advanced ESL composition students 
working with a tutor who may have little TESL background. 
The manual's first requirement was that it respect the tutorial's 
time limitations. No ESL grammar test I have yet read, including the many 
I have read during two years of ESL teaching, could be taught in fourteen 
hours. In order to achieve its objectives, the manual would need to 
reduce each structure to its essentials and would need to feature 
relatively few but challenging exercises. The lessons would need to be 
understandable as separate units, so that instructor and student could 
design their own program of study, passing over units that the student 
already understood and concentrating on units that the student did not 
understand. Like the original Writing Center Tutorial Manual, the new 
manual would use sentence-generation in place of fill-in-the-blank 
exercises, in order to give the student additional writing practice. 
I chose to include a unit on how to avoid comma splices, fused 
sentences and fragments in writing since these are among the serious 
errors catalogued by the ISU English department. Rather than focus the 
manual on eliminating these errors, however, I decided to focus it on 
eradicating errors that are unique to ESL writing. The best way to 
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eliminate both the ESL-specific and the native errors while focusing on 
the former was, I felt, to divide the manual into three units based on 
different types of phrases: the independent sentence; the dependent 
sentence; and the non-sentence. If students could look at any group of 
words and know immediately into which of these categories it fell, the 
serious errors of comma splice, fused sentence and fragment should not 
appear in their writing, assuming they understood the punctuation rules. 
The first priority of each of the major units, then, is identifying the 
phrase or clause in question, and the second is punctuating it. These 
preliminary lessons take little time to complete, however, and the student 
and tutor are then free to concentrate on lessons concerning ESL-specific 
errors. 
The first unit of the manual, The Independent Sentence, is the most 
important unit and is the longest (see Appendix). For this project, I 
have completed the first unit only; I will contribute the second, third, 
and fourth units to the writing center at a later time. Aside from the 
unit on subject-verb agreement, which I felt would be most appropriate to 
include in Unit Three (after students were familiar with the kinds of 
dependent sentences and non-sentences that could intervene between subject 
and verb), Units Two, Three, and Four are supplementary texts. Tutors may 
even choose to teach adverbial and relative clauses from the text that is 
more familiar to them, The Writing Center Tutorial Manual. As for my 
choice of terms, I do not feel that calling dependent clauses dependent 
sentences will confuse students. If anything, it is confusing to be told, 
after learning that a sentence has a subject and a verb, that "while he 
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sleeps" is not a sentence. Calling dependent clauses dependent sentences 
merely reminds a student that some word groups that look like sentences 
• 
cannot stand alone. The table of contents for Academic English for ESL 
Students is as follows: 
TABLE OF CONTENTS FOR 
ACADEMIC ENGLISH FOR ESL STUDENTS 
PART ONE: THE INDEPENDENT SENTENCE 
The Verb 
The Noun 
Punctuating the Independent Sentence 
The Comma 
The Semi-Colon 
Joining Two Independent Sentences 
A Comma + FANBOYS 
The Semi-Colon 
Using Verb Forms 
Five Forms 
Verb Markers 
Timelines 
Passives 
Negatives 
Questions 
Direct Quotation 
Indirect Speech 
Specialized Verb Forms 
Noun Substitutes 
Usage 
Reference 
PART TWO: THE DEPENDENT SENTENCE 
Dependent Sentence Markers 
Dependent Noun Substitutes 
Comparisons 
PART THREE: THE NON-SENTENCE 
Preposition Group 
ing-group 
ed-group 
to-group 
Series, Examples, Summaries 
Subject/Verb Agreement 
Noun Substitute Agreement 
Parallelism 
but ••• also, etc. 
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PART FOUR: SPECIAL TOPICS 
The goals and objectives of Part One of Academic English for ESL 
Students are as follows: 
Chapter One: The Verb 
to provide strategies for identifying the verb(s) of the sentence 
to provide strategies for differentiating between verbs and auxiliaries 
Chapter Two: The Noun 
to provide strategies for identifying the subject(s) of the sentence 
to provide strategies for identifying the object(s) of the sentence 
to enable the student to recognize the subject in commands 
to enable the student to recognize English subject-verb-object 
word order 
Chapter Three: Punctuating the Independent Sentence 
to enable the student to use the comma with parenthetical elements 
to enable the student to recognize parenthetical elements 
to enable the student to use the comma in a series of adjectives 
to enable the student to use the comma in a series of verbs 
to enable the student to recognize that a comma is unnecessary 
between the subject and its verb or between the verb and its object 
to enable the student to use the semi-colon in a series of verbs 
to enable the student to use the semi-colon in a series of nouns 
Chapter Four: Joining Two Independent Sentences 
to enable the student to use the comma and coordinating 
conjunctions 
to enable the student to use the semi-colon in sentence 
combining 
to enable the student to use the semi-colon when joining two 
independent clauses, the second of which is introduced by a 
parenthetical element 
Chapter Five: Using Verb Forms 
to provide the student a chance to demonstrate his or her 
knowledge of irregular verbs 
to provide strategies for forming five verb forms 
to enable the student to recognize the functions an English verb 
can perform 
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to provide strategies for forming verbs performing these 
functions, by using the five verb forms 
to provide strategies for sequencing verb tenses on the 
discourse level 
to provide strategies for forming the verbs used in verb 
tense sequences, by using the five verb forms 
to provide strategies for using the verbs that perform 
the functions mentioned in the 3rd objective, on the discourse level 
Chapter Six: Passives 
to enable the student to form the passive 
to enable the student to recognize the passive 
to enable the student to recognize circumstances under 
which the agent is omitted 
Chapter Seven: Negatives 
to enable the student to form negative sentences 
to enable the student to use words like any or anything 
in a negative sentence 
Chapter Eight: Questions 
to enable the student to form yes-no questions 
to enable the student to form wh-questions 
acknowledging sources 
to enable the student to recognize appropriate usage 
of direct quotes 
Chapter Nine: Direct Quotation 
to enable the student to punctuate direct quotes 
to enable the student to recognize the necessity of 
acknowledging sources 
to enable the student to recognize appropriate usage 
of indirect quotes 
Chapter Ten: Indirect Speech 
to enable the student to form indirect quotes 
to enable the student to form indirect questions 
to enable the student to recognize appropriate 
usage of indirect quotes 
Chapter Eleven: Specialized Verb Forms 
to enable the student to form the subjunctive 
to enable the student to recognize the appropriate 
usage of the subjunctive 
Chapter Twelve: Noun Substitutes 
to enable the student to use the subject and object forms 
of pronouns 
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to enable the student to use the possessive forms of 
pronouns 
to provide strategies for differentiating between 
its and it's 
---to enable the student to consistently use pronouns that 
refer to specific nouns 
I begin the first unit with a chapter on verbs rather than with a 
lesson on subjects, for this reason: it is easier to infer the subject 
from the verb since in order to infer the verb from the subject, one must 
know a subject noun from an object, indirect, or incidental noun. Being 
able to recognize the verb of a sentence easily is an important skill for 
an ESL student to have since some of the most glaring ESL errors are 
subject/verb agreement errors. Furthermore, ESL students not only may 
fail to make their verbs agree with their subjects, they may fail to 
include verbs in a sentence at all. 
Chapter Two, The Noun, should clarify the students' understanding of 
the second component of an independent clause. Chapters One and Two are 
basically review lessons which facilitate the teaching of the information 
in Chapter Three, Punctuating the Independent Sentence and Chapter Four, 
Joining Two Independent Sentences. The information in Chapters Three and 
Four is technical matter regarding punctuation of the independent clause, 
internally and externally, and is information which students must have if 
they are to meet the ISU English Department's standards of correctness. 
Using Verb Forms, Chapter Five, is concerned with verb forms and 
sequencing. Most ESL texts teach the simple, perfect, and progressive 
forms of the present, past, and future verb tenses, with their numerous 
meanings, beginning with the simple present and ending with the future 
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perfect progressive. Consequently, many verb units take up half a 
textbook. Since almost any ESL text will discuss verbs in this manner, 
and since the writing center tutor does not have much time to work with 
each student, I decided to present verbs according to function rather than 
form, and found that English verbs perform at least ten functions, namely, 
describing 1) the present moment, 2) events in the recent past, 3) past 
events that occured at a specific time, 4) past events that occurred over 
a period of time or at an unspecified time, 5) events in the future, 6) 
situations that extend from the past into the present, 7) situations that 
extend from the past into the present and into the future, 8) habitual 
actions, 9) facts, and 10) works of art. 
I developed this list of verb functions by consulting Writing: A 
College Handbook and The Grammar Book: An ESL-EFL Teacher's Guide, Both 
of these texts listed functions beneath tenses, and I examined each tense 
to find whether it had any novel functions. For example, simple past 
describes events that occurred at a specific time in the past, but can 
also describe events that occurred regularly in the past. Each new 
function I then described in some detail, and these descriptions became 
the basis of the lesson. 
I had already decided to minimize the use of terminology throughout 
the manual for the reasons cited in Chapters 1 and 2, but I was 
particularly eager to do so in the verb unit because the names of verb 
tenses at times imply something misleading about the function of the 
tenses (e.g., simple present). Consequently, I devised a nomenclature 
consisting of five terms that describe the form of the verb rather than 
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the function: the simple form (1st and 2nd person, simple present); the 
it-form (3rd person, simple present); the be-form (progressive); the 
ed-form (simple past); and the have-form (perfect), which alone or in 
combinations suffice to describe the appearance of all English verbs. 
I also included a brief but thorough discussion of modals (~, 
could, will, would, etc.) and verb sequencing because these are two of the 
most difficult and most important verbal concepts for ESL composition 
students to master. Most ESL texts, in contrast, present modals, like 
verb tenses, over extended lessons and discuss verb sequencing only 
summarily. 
These first five chapters make up the core of the text. Those that 
follow may be omitted at the tutor's discretion. 
Chapter Six, Passives, is included in Unit One because, like 
negatives and questions, the passive occurs more frequently as an 
independent sentence than as a dependent sentence or non-sentence. 
AEFES's approach to teaching passives is particularly helpful in that it 
describes when, as well as how, to use the passive and when to omit the 
agent. ESL books normally explain how to form the passive, but do not 
explain when to use it. College handbooks normally explain how to form 
it, but tell students not to. There are appropriate uses for the passive 
voice in academic English, and AEFES describes them. 
Chapters Seven and Eight are remedial lessons for students who are 
not sure how to form negatives or questions or how to avoid double 
negatives by using words based on any in place of words based on ~· To 
be sure, few questions are used in academic English, but the indirect 
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question, (i.e., "She asked if I was going,") is used frequently, and the 
unit on direct questions facilitates the teaching of this important topic. 
Furthermore, the lesson on direct questions reinforces the previous 
lesson's main topic, do-support--or the addition of do to many statements 
when they are negated or questioned, a grammatical necessity even advanced 
students sometimes have difficulty remembering. 
Chapters Nine and Ten, Direct Quotation and Indirect Speech, are 
another example of how AEFES is geared to very advanced composition 
students. In these units, students learn skills which are necessary for 
successful research papers: a variety of ways to punctuate fragmentary 
quotes and one and two-sentence quotes, and ways to form indirect 
statements and question, and to avoid plagiarism. 
Chapter Eleven, Specialized Verb Forms, is ·actually a lesson on the 
subjunctive, a tense that is used to describe requirements and 
suggestions--as well as conditions that are contrary to fact. I chose not 
to include this lesson as part of the earlier lesson on verb forms because 
students may come to the writing center specifically for help with the 
subjective and because some tutors may wish to omit the subjunctive from 
their student's program of study if the student is a lower-level student. 
Chapter Twelve, Noun Substitutes, is a fairly typical lesson on 
pronoun forms and reference. AEFES differs from other texts, however, by 
emphasizing the two types of possessive pronouns at the expense of the 
subject and object pronouns, whose usage advanced ESL students no doubt 
understand better. I chose to use the term noun substitute instead of the 
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term pronoun because the former term reminds students that it must refer 
to something specific. 
Academic English for ESL Students provides ESL students in the ISU 
Writing Center with the type•of grammar instruction most relevant to their 
needs as struggling college composition students. It takes advantage of 
the tutorial setting in which they learn, by requiring them to generate 
sentences and recast passages under the supervision of their instructors; 
and it takes into account the possibility that students or teachers may be 
unfamiliar with grammar's metalanguage, by using non-technical language to 
describe and discuss the parts of speech. Part One of Academic English 
for ESL Students is already being used with some success in the writing 
center, and Parts Two and Three will soon be completed and available for 
use as well. 
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:E3UB-7EC T NOUN 
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THE I ~WE'~PENt' l r IT SCNTENCE 
·.::HAPT' '< 'JNE 
-THf" •;ERB-
PRE-EXERCISE A: Wr1te eight sc;ntc·•··rce!> tn 
rev1se the sentences, chang1ng the ttme tn 
•::>riginal seYttence •:•cc•Jr's today, t'ev~ti'le 
•::-ccur-.st.::.m•::orrrJw or yester·day; i.f thr, event 
occur toda~ or yesterday, etc. 
the SG~ces celow. Then 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
G. 
7. 
a. 
each. !f "t;t't:.:· -:-'v:.?r•t 1n the 
sentence ~0 th•t rhp &vent 
•:•CCitt"S t·~·l)ll,)t'•·-,)w, f1hi.~•~ lt 
::t:f:l~l:.l•::cl The Senateot• voted it• faveor· of the lludget. 
( Yester·day) 
POSSIBLE RESPONSES: 
The senat•=-•· wtll vote 1n fav·-·•· c•f the radget. 
The sena-cor• ts voting iY• fr;v,-., .. of the budget .. 
~XERCISE 8: Circl~ the w0rds sentence whtch are 
different from the words of your res~nnse. 
=t:f:lill:.l•=R The senator~;-~, f.avor of the b•.tdqet. 
POSSIBLE RESONSE: 
The senator• W! l'l v•::-te tn f.avr·t· of ';he budg2t. 
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THE INDFPENDENT SENTENCE 
CHAPTE 'i ONE 
-fHE. VERB-
1. An Independent Sent~nce needs a verb. 
2. Ther~ are two types of verbs: 
ACTION 
VERBS 
<Many) 
r•..1n 
walk 
cry 
smile 
hit 
etc. 
EIEI~m 
VERftS 
iFewl 
be 
Sl?f-.:'fll 
bP.cor11e 
etc. 
2 
3. Verbs can lndic"te the tlOlE! something o:)CC'LrS (dt.:tlo:.JYI ·.•et·bs) 
o::>r ~ sor,lething e)(istS\iJe11·,q verbs). 
WHAT DID YOU CIRCLE IN EXERCISE B? 
EXERCISE C: Write ten sentences about someth1~q that happened 
•:.' Clo:.ck last night"; thf!n ::Oit'cle thP- vel'b 1n eacn <Sen!;ence, 
are not sure what the verb 1s, cha~qe Lhe t1me of the sentence 
did in E)(ercise A. 
=-:c:l~l:.l•=n At five •:>'clock la::t; night thQ,_ new~/-;:.:~·'\:.,. .. {Tomor'1'cw 3C f'/t/e 0 1c/oc/<. ChenetL'5' e.Jifi ¢e, O')']..J ~·J 
1. 
·:> 
...... 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
u. 
"at five 
If you 
~'i"i yo·~ 
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THE INOEPENDE':~IT SENTENCE 
CHAPTCR DNE': 
-THE VERB-
Another way to find ~hP vero: v~rb mar~~rs 
4. These words corne before a verb and at'e .~alled '-'£>t'b •H.;sr'kt~rs: 
WILL CAN MAY MUST OUGHT TO US~D T~ 
WOULD COULD MIGHT SIIOULD HAS TO 
HAVE TO 
< tJt,.~.IY 
:t:f:liil:l.:f..'"R ")'11-tvJu:et-
Chlldren who attend Suz11k1 classes ~ learn SQme 
dlSClplines more quickll· 
~-tYC'!k-
The bald eagle f.~li;JhtE~ elCtlnct. 
5. These words either can be verb markers or can be the vero of 
the sentence. 
:t:f:li:il:l.:f..'"R 
Jimmy 
Libya 
HAVE': DO 
HAS DOES 
HAD DID 
has one dauqhter. 
BE 
AM 
ARE 
IS 
WAS 
WERE': 
BE': EN 
Some nistor1ans feel that Elizabeth I ;,oc<c. the t;•·eatest 
ruler E':ngla~d ever had • 
.MI~.,.~ 
The team ~ n·~·t 1 n ~ sport 1 ng manr>Pr whoi.>,..., 1 t 
attacked the ump1re. 
5. Some sentences have more than one verb ~arMer: 
new t~chnology for the 
---------------·--
E':XE':RCISE': D: Read the ~assage on the following p~ge; then ~ecide whether 
the undet•lined words are verbs o;)r vet·b mar~et'S. w,·1te the H,··rd ~ 
above a 11 verbs and thP. word marker' above a 1 l vert> 111a•''• <;?rs. , If you 
wr1te n1ar~.er·, circle the verb that· l"i be1ng rowr~.ed. 
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4 
A k i nq oroc:e became ·;P.ry !:d.d. 
said. 
~ c:.wed. B•Jt no •:lne knew. 
thought ~cure tMe: f<.irog. 
;:• I ~ C 
k i r-g--and the king .!:!lJ..l be C:Ut'E:!d. " 
~11an. Thev 
find a happy man. 
bad--everyone had something to co~wl~i~ af. 
Fil"lal ly, late •:•ne !liyht, the ling'-:; sc•Yo wds oa.,;,l'• J 
little hut ~nd he h~ard someone say· 
fill, <lnd I~ lie d•:own ao'\d sleep' 
tak~:?n <\"'ld carried to the 1< ing, ar.d ~.hai; the m.;1n be, q i .,~., -~·;, nu-:h nv;ney 
as he wanted. 
the 
hapr:ly rnar. ~so poor that he.> 'ii'ld ~··=- :;hir t. 
(Adapted Fr•on1 "Ti1E' ~. i roy .<'.nd the Sh 1 •· ~." fro;n _•_· fc<C:b'-1.:....::~-:s:-~::..•_~"..;·C::... --;:--'"'--,_··_.>'-· ___ T_·;._·'..;;:...;;e'"'s"' 1
_eo Tc?lstc•y, .:IS trar•slated by Anl"l :.lur,niga•..,. ~"'"' rioHt-!~1Ldl· i.(i:.n·..;.ry, 
York., 1 '362) 
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THE INDEPEND~NT SENTENCE 
CHAPTC::P TWO 
-THE "JOIJN-
... 
• J 
EXERCISE A: Write ten sentenceu, us!ng a dtFferent 
each. Then underline the vero marker5 and circle the 
vPrb marker in 
verbs l. n each 
senter.ce. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
a. 
'3. 
10. 
::t:f:llil=l.=I-""A 
China is the most heav1ly populated country tn the world. 
Mat'k Spitz has won mor·e gold rr1edal~ thar; ar.y swimrner tn Olvmoic: 
history. 
EXERCISE B: Ask yourself this question about each of tn~ l~Oependent 
sentences above: "WHO or WHAT (+ver•b mar•ker•l +verb':'" Ctr·o:-le +:hP ~~ord 
in eac:t1 sentence that answers th1 '• ouest i•>n. 
::t:f:li'll:l.=I-""A 
China i5 the most heavily poo•llated country tn th~ ~~o:-rld. 
QUESTION~O o:or WHAT i:;? 
ANSWER: China is... --
Mark Sp1 • as won more gold rneoals than any ;wlmrnar tn Olympic 
history. 
QUESTION: WHO ~~HAT ~on'"' 
ANSWER:e_M'ar·k soit h~s ... on_.-:-·:-
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THE lNCEPENDENT SENTENCE 
CHAPH.:fl rwo 
-THE '·ICUN-
1. A noun is a ~erson, place cr th1ng. 
PERSON r:•L.RCE 
Mad.:•nnu P2!t'lS 
y.:••.l ~ ~,e basement 
Zeus h1s h•::.use 
.::.. The~·e arlO! two types c•f no::.11ns: 
SUB.JECT OBJECT 
TYING 
angt?r 
t e i P:?v 1 .. , l•:•n 
dem•::>t::t•acy 
Naooleon was emperor. 
Mexico Just had the mundial. 
~is a dlfficult emc•ti·:•n. 
Napoleon was ~mp~ror! 
MexlcQ Jl..i.St n.,_d th!-:.' m~tnd1al. 
Love 1~ a d1ff1cult emotion. 
3. An independent se>ntencC' .,f?F>ds a subject n.:our.. 
WHAT TYPE OF NOUN DID YOU CIRCLE !~ EXERCISE 8-·-SUBJECT 0~ OBJECT? 
EXERCISE C: Write ten sentences. Then circle th~ ~ubject 
~• .:.nd B, fir·st f1nd the 
verb'?" 
each 
then ser.tence. Ao:; y•)•~ did in F.xerciseo;; 
ask, "WHO ·=•l' ~HAT (+ver·b ntar·ker> + 
1. 
·::> 
...... 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
a. 
3. 
10. 
::t:f:lui:.J•~ 
Erotl 1 'y 9ront e 
QUEST I ON :: .-!~'-":!!:' :ILL....:...::.-..;..o~t;~ 
ANSWER: 
noun Jr. 
ver·b; 
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THE !~DEPENDENT SENrENCE 
CHAP'ER n.m 
-THE NOUN~ 
EXERCISC 0: Find th~ •.:>bJ.:!C't noun, if thf:.'re 1s ._.ne, lr• e-ach •)f 
sentPnces in E~erc1se C. F1rst find thf:.' verb and SYbJPCt noun; 
ask "Subject noun + verb + WHO or WHflf''" 
=t:r:I~I:J•:n 
Emily 8l"•:•nte also ~ ;'.)oett·v. 
QUESTION: Erni ly 8t'•::>nte alsc, wr··:-ot:e WHO •:•r WHAT" 
ANSL.IER: Ern1ly Br·•-,ntt! als•:> ~.~ 
4. Commands have a hidden sutl.JPCt noun--Y·:"J 
=t:r:I~I:J•=---n 
jo'lloVo·te f•::>r the candidate of ·~·:>•.w ch•::>ice. 'j~Regi.ster f•::>r the dt•aft. 
7 
the 
then 
EXERCISE E: Write eight sentences, half of 
Then, in each sentence, write the lett~r V 
verb, the letter S above the subject noun, 
•:•bJect no•Jn. If the sentence has a hidden 
front of the sentence. 
which should he coMmands. 
5 
" 1. 
·;) 
"'-• 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
=t:f:lui:J•=---tt 
above th!i! vt~r·b 
dnd the letter 0 
subject noun, 
s . v 0 
fr•anl- Ll•:.yd Wr1ght des1gnec1 'l'Jinerous ChlCil£1•::> h•::>mes. 
ab·:>ve 
write S 
v 0 
Assemble the tables in the banquat room by 4:00 shdrp. 
WHAT IS THE NORMAL WORD ORDER IN ENGLISH? 
C1rcle one: VOS, SOV, DSV, SVO, VSO, OVS 
and 
the 
in 
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THE INDEPENDENT SENTENCE 
CHAPTEr~ TWO 
-THE I\IOUN-
5. Normal word ord~r in Englash i~ SVO. 
(subject n0un-verb-object nounl 
8 
EXEFCISE F: On a clean ~heet of paper, combine ~he f0:1c~tng grouns of 
words in the SVO pattern. Label th~ 5UbJect nouns, verbs and objPCt 
nouns. 
::t:f:l~I~II=R 
will probably pay 
B•·nzil 
the intere~t on its mrlssive debt to the IMF 
s . v 0 
ANSWER: Braz1l w1ll probably pay the tnteres~ an 1t5 massive 
debt t•::> the IMF. 
1. Massachusettes 
the lowest unemployment rat~ of the industr1al1~ed st~~es 
nc•w has 
2. may have perjured 
himself 
Mike Deaver 
3. 3. 3 null ion Amet•ican t:eenager~.; 
alch•:Jl i.cs 
may be 
4. si>< movies in South KorPi'\ befo•·e tr.ey c1eft>cted 
had made 
South Korean movie director Shtn Sang Ok 3nd h1s w1fe Choi Un. Hui 
5. 1110re arms to the thir•d world in .'985 than the U.S. ~iu. 
western E•.1rope 
incr~dibly, has scld 
------------
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THE INDEPENDENT SENTENCE 
CHAPTE:P TWO 
-THE NOUN-
EXERCISES: On a clean sheet of paper, comb1ne the following groups of 
words in the SVO pattern. If a gr··:ntp .-:.f w•:>rds descrtbPs :~ no•Jn, be 
su•·e it immedi-ately f•:>ll•:>ws that noun. If z, gr·oup or wr:n·d<J de-scr-ibes a 
verb, place 1t where you feel it will be most approprtat~. L~bel the S, V, and 0 in each sentence. 
:t:f:l~I:J•::n 
Rock and ~oll mus1c 
an internatio~Al follow1ng 
for nearly forty years 
has had 
especially among tha y~ung 
POESIBLE RESPONSES: 
.s v 0 
Rock and Roll muslc has had an international follawing, 
especially among the voung. For nearly 40 ~ears. 
5 v For near•ly 40 year~, Rock c.nd Roll mus1c ~1as hao <ln 
0 
international following, especially amonq thp you~g. 
1. at the Federal Reserve Board 
rr.ay succe~~d 
Man•Jel Johnson 
the current chairman, Paul Vol~~r 
2. Scribner's company 
s1nce the author's death 
numerous Ernest Hemingway n~v~ls 
hc..!:l published 
includ1ng Islands 1n the Stream 
3. this '/Par• 
lS pr.1tting on 
V.ancol1ver· 
the World's Fa1r 
4. lawyer Mar·shall Bon 1 
the Cdtholic Church's status 
along with many pro-choice act1v1sts 
as a taM eHempt organization 
wtshes to change 
5. caused by pollutants 
have worn away 
acid ~tains 
a layer of copper· 
on the Statue of Liberty 
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THE ~ r~[;EPEI'll'·" .,, r SF.:NT=:~·JC~ 
CHAPTSO:R TI~RE.IZ. 
-PU~JC"~UATING THE INDEPEN"F~IT SENTENCE::--·rl-::0: 
1. i.Jse the C•:-Jrnma. +:·,;:t :sepc:tratr~ .. :ar"'er,tbet tea! ~ l~r,lr:-nt ~· •·r'•:•r,, +:ht? 
rt?-:;t of the t ,·,~ependr,:or,t ·,;e~·tencP.. 
PARE~THETlCAL ELEMENTS: 
cor,!;eq uent 1 y 
f:nally 
f •.t ,. ... 1; het"'!'llC•t""£? 
nl(') , .. e•:-'IE?t'"' 
t·1evot"'t t·:tE ~ e~s 
~:f:l~I~J·~-n 
sirnila•··ly 
-t:nu~ 
tner·ef.:•t'P 
h•::>I,P.VEo'r 
ll'J f.:-1ct 
.n tne flrst 0iac~ 
n.;; ... =-. nld t r e,. · ·~ f f ·:, L~" 
in •.:'tt ~t-,,. .. ~·.:•r"d~ 
C<Jr,seq•.Ler,tly, Erlward the IV wc:~s f·::>rced '.:.:. :Jlv::: •<r' 1·1.,; ··1qn~ 
t•? tl':e.• t'"'r•::>r.e. 
lt-1 
Edwc:u·d th,;~ IV l"•lS r.;.n·ced, •:O:•f•Sequent~.:r. tc• tj!'/P. 'H1 ~.~·; (':~t·t 
to the tbrone. 
Edwdr::l IV was for·c~d to ::Jl'd;; '10 hlS t'i.;JI"'t t•:• t~''' tnr-::··•·· 
c-o:Jnseq•.1ent l.:,.o. 
F-x.~F\C:tS'E A! Read the foll..:.wlYIQ pass~!]~; then, ~t-Jt"H?f··eve\_, ::-n:nr".:)pt··late, 
inser't •:tl"'1e c•f thP ;:Jar""entht?~ical .?ic.·mer,t;s above. r., .... ~_. .. • •,...=tr-y tht:? 
postt ton .:;.f the p.arenthet 1c:.l ~lemen•.s 1n t::-,e s"':--t(~··,ces. Rew•··: te the 
pasc;c.ge OJ"'' a clean shest ·~'!· pt3per~ ;'enre~ncer.,.t nq t•., t.t~~e c-•:•trtmn~, to 
separate tne parenthet1cal elemen~s from tne rest ~f the sentenc0. 
The only re~emt>lancos arlO' th·:->s2 in p;,.:;n..:•l•:•gy C.l'•d ·;;•·,,.~ ;:1ct::E' $ it»vl£OiL4 J . 
str·uctul·e. A The JapanP~e loa,.., ~~ot•cJ,=. are fe .. t:r' ~ha"'' ~·r•E' r: 1ghc 
expect. 
Ki YldCilCin po1nted 
·:· F tne 
to:~ him, H-.c.·orp•:-ration •:'1r polysvnth;;u.;[•; 1·,; ·.:.•·e •-::!' 
Ainu eptcc.; •:.>l'Jt-\0 ~ind~ l~ngtny vf:'rtJs ,-· 0 \ r f P.t'ent 
seMantic el~ments. 
•.crd 1st '-'l'Ded 
occupation of their homelana, and ther~ ~rlve never· been 
e1tl-!er wt•itten •::>r •:·r·al, •:>f ilny '•li~]l .. .,t.t•.:>n.:. •.Jn t'll<'lr' o.lr't. 
certain th•t ~he A1nu culture as w~ II" 
49 
present no~e!and, Hokka1ao. 
Th~ ~i~u appear tn be unrelat~d 
populat l•::>Yts. 
plausibl~ ~xolanat1on 1s ~ha~ the ~~~u are ~ Paleoa~Latt~ 
always l&ved 1n As1a and who are r~t 
mankind---a "Rasseninse-1." 
ancient population of th1s oart of ~~1a pr1or to :he oreRt a~pans10~ of 
the modern Mongoloid populations. 
Th,... .:lin•J lang•.Luge ~!:" t.asicall:; diffc>rent f:·(··m tht? Japanese ar,d 
other surroundiny languages and cannot be 
any other language group~ in the worla. ( n Vl ew ·::>f 
relations known to ~ave e"isted over the centuries betwepn ~he 0tnu and 
there !S SC• l1ttl~ ~esamolance 
between ths two 1 an!=lu<sges. The •:)nly l"'E=.emOlaYIC~S A;"e 1n 
fewer than on~ m1ght expect. 
(~dapted ft• . .,m S•Jngs .:.f G·:~r.~s, Sc•ng~. ·:·f Hu"lta:""'ls 
Nor~n· Do1nt Press, San ~rans1~c:o. l~A21 I_ • 
~----------------------~--------------------------------, 
.:.. URe .:~ comma to:. sec.;n··.3t::? ~'='''~;; desc:- J. ~l ng tno:> ~"'''·"" n._,,_,n, •)nly wh~n the d~sc:rib1ng word~ ~re ~f th~ sa~e ~~teq0r~. 
Categories of de•;c:ribing ...,.:-:-ds. U"' the •:wder -'~ -,:,,.,.-
appearance before the noun: 
::~t:(~li'ii:.I·=---"'R 
a bl g l'ed Amet•tc~,.. cat-
a neurotic:, ~e!f-cen~~r~d, f~ol~sh woman 
a big neurot1c, se!f-centet•d woma~ 
-·------ -~·-·--
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T~:O:: Ii'Jf+~Pi7:~1f'F~IT •:C:NTENSt: 
c:..~HPTE n T ~..,r~F:c: 
-PIJI\iCTUATI NG T'1E I ~J[)EPF.NDn! r SENTENr.F:: ·-·- n~r: COI~M~:1-
E:X~RC t-::.E 8: Convert t h?. Y••~"-IY"IS •::>l'"• t hF~ P)'I?V: -=-~1s pa\ie i r.t. ·:· s•.l tJ.) ,,,_. t n•:-u•;s 
by SI.IDP!Ylrlg +.her., "'" th a .,,..,-:> and,- I.= r'"lE!CE""S'~''Y, "~) ~-b.J';>C'r r,-, ... , .•. 
L 
2. 
3. 
4. 
c-
..J. 
5. 
7. 
a. 
'3. 
l0. 
11. 
1 ·=-..... 
13. 
14. 
15. 
::t:t:liii:J•::n 
A ;;ma: l rourtd st'!"'! ~ed Clt~.:-•.l3 ':>c).! 1•-=-···:·n ;J•.JDped ~t"~•:•VE:' )I.Jr' :-:e,·~.rJF. 
13. 
~------------------------------·----·--~ 
Whp" a SUbJPCt noun ha~ ~w0 ~Dr~s, 
v~rbs ~lth • ~~mm~. 
::t:t:1ul:.l!:c:~ v 
Ct~tlrJte~ gr""•:•w :-,JC•st quiet·.~\/ i.n the ~i.t"'s:; ';i2d-· .• - !1•r?t:'C.3r}~J n~'S!!l exceilerrt n•~t~·1ti· ... -.. "' 
4. Wher, a st..tb.JP.Ct l""l•:••U'"' has ~,h='r'"to? thar"t t~c -.,er .. ~s, :·:-.p.::t'r"'~"\te tJ,e 
v~~bs w1th comma~. 
::t:f:l~t~J•=n 
Fr·anz5 Li ;;:st v w"'1s a fi\rnot•;:; :nan1st t i"l ~ 1 s 
a ""tlr•lbet .. ·:•f v.il' .. t 1.l•:,Sc• pl~ .. ·=·,:·c:; F.:.,- tn'"'t i.n~t~·Jrr:pt···, 
"ow~" !mportant ft~urp =~ ~omposlt!orr. 
v 
;..117•i.J 
'! (:~ l:; 
Sl 
THE INuF.:PENOFW. SENTENCE 
CHAPTEf' !"HREE 
-PUNCTUATING THE INDEOENOENf SENTENCE--THE COMMA-
14 
EXERCISE C: Write f"ve sent<!Yoces wt-•.-_,•,e s•.t':!JeCt r•c,Jns hi:IV•-:> twc• vt>l'b5. 
Dunctuate the sentences acc0rdin~ t0 the ruleE on cage thtrteen. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
:::t:C'!l~l~•=n 
Maria Callas a> was Gre~k 
b) bP.canre the w•::orld's f·='•AenK·~t lnte;·-· 
pr•o:>fE.'I' •:•f Italtd.n c.pera 
ANSWER: Maria Call~s was Greek but became the wor' d's fore-
most interpret~r of Ital1an opera. 
EXERCISE 0: Write rive sentences v•heo-=.e subject ~.Quns t•->v<> UH'E?P •::>•· mr:~re 
verbs. Punctuate the sentences accord1ng to the rules 0n ~age 14. 
:::t:C'!l~l~•=n 
Mary Cassatt 
ANSWER: 
al drew inttmate portrai~s o• wGmen 
b) ~as in the vanguard of the Fr~nch Impres-
sionist movement 
c) had been born 1n the Urited Stdtws 
Mary Cassatt drew in~1mate portraits of women. wRs '" the vanguard 
of the French Impressionist movement, and had ~een born in the 
United States. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
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THE INDEPENDENT SENTENCE 
CHAPTER THRE.E 
-PUNCTUATING THE I NDEPENOENT SENTENCE-- THE r:Oi'IMH·-
5. Do not separ,;te:- the subJe>c-t nc·~m ft•o:or,J 1ts ver·o with .a 
comrnu (or· any •::~ther punc-1-•Jatl•.:>nl 
:t:C':liii:J.::A s " 
R1chard Ni xon¢'tt·ansformerl U.S. relatlOYIS Wlt:h C.nll'lil. 
15 
5. Do not separate the verh f~om its o:otJe>Ct noun w1th A c~mrna 
(or any other punctuat1on1. 
:t:C':liii:J•~-n " ~ 
Edwards wrote¢ "S1nners 1 n 
v k-. 
Pelagius believed~ in the 
0 
•7-
the Ho:\rooJ;> C•f dr i='tl'"ot'jl"y 
o---- -----~ 
perfect ibltl;y c•f hllhlofllty. 
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THE INDEPENDENr SENTENCE 
CHAPTF.Fi THI~EE 
-PUNCTL!ATING THE INDEr·ENDENT SENTENCE--THE SE:>'JI-CCJLON-
Use tne semi-colon C;l :nstead of a comm~ to separate r~ew~ 
in a series when tne 1tems are already punctuated t~t~rnally. 
series •:Of no~1ns 
series of verbs 
Th•·ee •:'f" Pe>eth•::>ver•' s best-lcvP~I p: .'0\Y"J 
~·='n~stac:; are:.- •Jr'US 57~ ·•Appa:,-:;:,..:--. .,.,a,tn 11 ; •:)ous 
27, no.2, "M•:.c.nlJ.ght' 1 ; a.n,j ·~:_,o•..ts 1~·:, 
"Pathe>trque." 
The 1 awyP.r f 1 n i. shed crc•ss-e>< an• t n ll'H) r.er 
witne~s, who had been crying uncontrol-
lably; pa~1sed, w1t~ a s1gnif1cant l•:>ok 
~t the jury; and ask~d, "Is 1t u~re~scn­
able to hope this man w1ll be puntsh~d~" 
15 
EXERCISE A: On a clean sheet of p~per, wrlte ergnt tndep~ndent 
sentences, four of which include a ser1es of noun• with internal 
punctuat1on And four of wh1ch cont~in a seri~s of vHrhs ~ith rnternal 
punctuat io:•n. Punctuate the ser>ter.ces accot'dH"l[] to the •·ule at:ove. 
:t:f:lui:J .. :n 
Mary Cassatt 
ANSWER: 
a) drew 1nt1mate portra1ts of ~omen, 
Qi•·l·~·., mothet"'-; :o.•··d tnP.u" ·:-hllCh'Pn 
bl was in the vanguard of th~ Fr~nch 
Ir·•P•"•?'OSlunlst r••wveonent, <~1•-:>nLJ W\th 
her former skepttc, n~ga~ 
cl h:1d tH,en born. lf•to?•"e;otir.q\y enough, 
1n t~~ United States. 
Mary Cassatt drew intimate p<.:n'traits or w•:ornen, r,t,·!s, ,nothers 
and the1r children; was at tl1e fo.Jt•efr•:>rot •:of tr•t- 1=•'enrh 
Irnpression1st movement, ~l~nq w1th her for~er sk~ot1c, DPgas; 
and had been born, 1nterest u-.gly enough, 1n the Un1ted 
States. 
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THE l~DEP~NDENf SENTENCE 
CHAPT:C f~ r.ouR 
-JOINING T~O INDEP~NDENT SENTENCES--,F,A.~,B,O, • S-
1. Y•:•u ca:"l .Joir· t"*o independe:>nt sentenc::s w1tr1 a :-:•:•mr.1a_ ol•Js 
FOR QND NOR 8UT ClR YET ·:"· ~ (, F, A, N, 9, Ci, Y, 5 l. 
::t:f:l~l:l.::II-'"R 
The wite of the former president 
p•.tbllc o~inio~ sffe ent ¥r·ed a 
a!cohol ics. 
s v 
Hopes had been h1gh fo• 
larodsl ide. 
v 
;..; ~s nc•; i nt ll'H ·1 a~- c>d b)•' 
tr .. ~at'r11E=-!""':t ce"1r:er f,_ .. r~ 
2. Join1ng two inde~endent ~?ntences w\th ,F,A,N,P,O, V,3 
g1ves equal empnases t~ both sente"c~~-
3. Wtf:h cc•rouna plus NClR, th'? vero .:•r, if t!"'ot.::ilr 1~ ·:•"1e, t:t1e 
f1 rst: verb mar!<.e-;::-comes OE:!fo,...e the subjec':: no•.,;·, : n the 
second independent sentence. r~ere i~ no NOT 1n thP 
second sent eroce. 
:t:f:l~I~·::II-'"R 
s v s She was not upset by thf" i nf•:.rmat ion~ <;:he pl<:ao;;ed. 
s y 
T~..[ teller did not o;:;ee ti-1e face ·::>f the r•c.bber~ 
hear hlS vo1ce. 
\}4'./v-J:'"'s 
d 1fd he 
EXERCISE A: On the f·::>llo"n"g 1-1age, •wite two se••l:'?!'":C£-,'S 3bo•Jt •?ach of 
the topics in parentheses. Then nectde whether 1t would ~~ approur1ate 
to JC•in each gr•::>up •:>f t~oo~o independent 5enten,~es belcw IHtr: a c·:·l•lllla plus 
FANBOYS. Remember that JOining two independent sentenc&~ i" t~is way 
g 1ves the ~entences equal emh-iises. t f y·~".l t!"!c ide 1 t ;..o:>ul d be 
appropriate, J•=>ln the sentences in ~t1e space pr'•:>vtded wi ~~~ tru;~ £2!!!!!!!!, 
and FANBUYS of .yout• cho::>ice. Oth.:!t··~oonse wr1te "~c·t appt·o~o,t'la.t.r>" 1n the 
space. 
:t:f~li:li~J·::II-'"R 
The tenn1s player Martina Ndvratllovna lS n~arly ~nbeatdhl&. 
Ghe is foll•:>wing an urr•!S•.Ia!!:; t•ige>r'O'.IS t?x"'rclse ,,,,d nut•·itic?n 
program. 
POSSIBLE RESPONSE: 
The tennls player Martina N.,vrattlovnd ~s neC\rly ·<nhe«t·· 
oibl~, f·:-ot· she is f·:•ll·::>winr] dn unusu.-.t1.1y t'tQ')r'ous '~Hi-,'t'Cl'5e 
and nutr1tion program. 
The tennis player Martina N~vratllovnd zs nearl:; 'tnbe~table. 
She is from behind the iron :~•.1rt;un. 
ANSwER: 
not appropriate 
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THE INDEPENDENT SENTENCE 
CHAPTF~' f..,OUR 
-JOINING TWO INDEP~NDENT SENTENCES--,F,A,N,B,),Y,S-
l. <yo~nA favor1 te art 1st) 
2. Cthe economy in your ~ountry> 
3. (politics in the U.S.A.) 
~~. (a friend l 
5. <Friday n1ghtl 
C.. Cho•.tsing costs 1n Am~s> 
7. Cthe most beautiful music) 
8. iil'lduostr·ial pollution) 
'3. (nuclear weapons> 
10. <you~- home) 
18 
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lHE INDEPENDENT SENTENCE 
L:HAPTr: 'l FOUR 
-JOINING TWO INDEPENDENT LiC:NTENCES---,F,'l,N,B,G,Y,S-
1'3 
=t:C=I;l .. I=I=-IIR Write tero independent serot~mc2s. Then JOin an•:•ther 
lndepend..-nt sentence to !?ach c·f tile senteroces, •.lSlr>g ~~~ plus 
FANBOYS. Try to use each of the FANPOYS at least once. Make syre that 
the sentence you add is •::>f equ£d irnpc.-tance to tr..- ot'lglrocsl sentence. 
=t:f:l~I:J•::n 
1. 
2 . 
., 
.... 
4. 
5. 
5. 
7. 
a. 
'3. 
10. 
Talevis1on can be a beroefictal medn.trn,b,...( A O:.'t.n-. "'..hc be <\d!!.~+ ....... cf..;;e c. 
4. Two lndependent sentenc~s cdnnot be JClned ~,~~ only ~ 
comma. They must be JOined w1th & comMa plus FANBOYS. 
5. Two i ndepende;"lt :;.ent ences cannot bP J'H nP.d w 1 '-' ;• 01 c•:.r:H>·-~ 
pl•.1s any o.ther words excO<ot the FANOfJYS. 
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THE INDEPENDENT SENTENCE 
CHAPTER FOUR 
-JOINING TWO fNDEPENDENT SENTENCES--THE SE~II-COLON-
1. Y~u can JOln two 1ndepanoent s~ntences w1th a se~i-colon (;J 
instead of Wl~h a COMMa + FANBOYS. 
2. Subst1tute a semi-colon for comma ~ FANBOYS only whe~ the 
t•el<lt lonshJ.p betweero the two \l"odepencle'"lt s0r.tencf:'s 1s ctear·. 
::f:4'~1~1~·::f--n 
She gave up '3moking; she waflteo t•"J l1ve. (;:_.vent; cause~ 
Henry Vtli's f1rst wife was Cat•1erine c•f Al•ag•:on; his '5econd 
•Hfe was .:.\rone Boleyn. Ifact.; clo~ely :'·el:ited far.·!;) 
20 
3. If !:he 5econd inde.-cendent sentei"ce.beg\ns w1th a pc~.rerothetic-al 
excression <consequently, however, et~.) you must JO~n the sen-
tences w1th a semt-colon. 
:o:4'~1iil~·::f--n 
The English woul~ not allow the1r king to marry 3 
dtvorced Amer1can; consequently, Edward was for~~d to abdicate 
the thr•::>ne. 
Valentino was not. such a Don J~an; ln fact. nis voic~ was 
c·:omical. 
EXERCISE A: Write two independent sentences on each oF the toc1cs 1~ 
parenth~se.-s below. Th~n decide whether it woyld be dppropriate t0 JOin 
each group of two independent sentences :.nth a c;em1-ccolon. n!emember 
that in order to JOin the t~~o~o Independent sentenc:es 1n th1s ... av, the 
relationshlps bet~~o~een the sentences must be obv1ous. If you dec1~e it 
would be appronr1ate, JOln the sentences w1th a semi-colon in the space 
provided. Otherwise, ~~o~r1te "not acpropr!ate" 1n the space. Try to 
combjne at least half of the sentences. 
:o:4':1iil!:il.::f--n 
CChr1sti~a Rasettil 
Chr1sti~a Rosett1 wcs an English woman. 
However, her poetry is not read much tuday. 
ANSWER: 
not apprr:•p>"iate 
<Christina Rosetti) 
Chr1stina Rosett1 was a ~~o~ell-knowro 19th ::<,?nt• .. ry poet. 
However, her poetry is not read much t0day. 
ANSWER: 
Christina Rosetti was a w~ll-known 19th century poet; however, 
her poetry 1s not reiid much ~.:·~ay. 
1. <your chlldhoc•d~ 
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T~E INDEPENDENT SENTENCE 
CHAPTER ~"OUR 
-JOINING TWO ! NOEPENDENT S£:NTENrES--· HIE ~'iEM I -COLON-
2. <alcohol l 
3. <Europe) 
4. (computers> 
5. <marathon running.l 
6. (dogs> 
7. <someth1r.g beautiful> 
e. (science) 
9. <var.ationing> 
21 
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THE !~DEPENDENT SENTENCf 
CHAPTER FOUR 
-JOINING TWO INDEPENDENT SENTEN~ES--THE ~EMI-CDLON-
EXERCISE D: For each number below, write two se~tences and combine 
them with a semi-colon. Then replace the semi-colon with a comma + 
FANSOYS. 
1. 
·:> 
...... 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6 . 
... 
'· 
8. 
'3. 
10. 
:o:f':llil:ll•=n 
The ship went down; an iceberg had r1pped a hole in its hul:. 
The ship went down, for an 1ceberg had rtpped a hole tn tts hull. 
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THE INDEPENDENT SENTENCE 
CHAPTER FIVE 
USING VERB FORMS--FIVE FORMS 
1. Th~ many for•s of regular verbs are base~ on a s1mole verb. 
2. R simple ~erb is the form of the verb that follows 
the wot•d "t <:). " 
=t:f':l~l:l•=-..-n 
"TO" FORM: SIMPLE VERB: 
to pour----------poo.n• 
to walk----------walk 
t0 smile---------smile 
~o ~efer---------refer 
to oppress-------oppress 
EXERCISE A: f1nd the s1mple verbs for each of the verbs below. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
'3. 
10. 
=t:f:l~l~•=---n 
is hurt i~g 
ANSWER: 
(to:>) hurl 
spied 
ANSWER: 
spy 
question 
ANSWER: 
q•Jest i·::>n 
s1nging 
piled 
had been lao!ghing 
cort'•!pts 
has bewailed 
was performing 
will have been swimming 
t•ebound 
circles 
has been int i~1idat ing 
23 
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THE INDEPENDENT SENTENCE 
CHAPTER FIVE 
USING VERB--nV£ FORMS 
EXERCISE 8: Write ten s~ntence•. Than underline the verb in each of 
them. Wr1ta the simple verb 3bove the verb 1n each sent~nce. 
=t:f:1~1~·=f--n ~~ 
th~ 23rd. 
The board member~ 
The board members 
decide ~J~issue •::>"' crida:_, the 
had dectded the issue on F~•day 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
s. 
'· 
A. 
9. 
10. 
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1. There are fi~~ maJor forms of all verLs ~xcept1ng the verb 
TO BE. 
a.The SIMPLE FORM, whi~h follows ~o: 
=t:f:1,;1:.1•=---n 
The first lady likes to spe~k aD~ut drug a~use, whtch ~ay 
be a very difficult: habi"t""t"t~. 
b. The ii;-FIJRM. ~~hich f•::oll•:.ws ~. ~ am1 it: 
The Blar"ley stone t<; a famous Irt!Oh landmat·k. 
C•.srt 1 ss runs t; he 447;ii". 
c.The be-FORM, wh1ch follows forms of the verb TO BE: 
=t:f~liil:.l•=---n 
She had been traininq for the tr1athal0n. 
Tn~ chef was ~reating a mousse masterpiece. 
d. The ed-FORM, whtC'h ~escrlbt;Os certa1ro past ev~ntos: 
=t:f:llil:.l•=---n 
r!:.'gulat• 
verb--->The freshman swallow~d a goldfish. 
irregular 
verb--->After· he ~ it, his t•oommate toc.k hirot t•::o the ho:ospital. 
e.The have-FORM, wh1ch follows forms of the verh TO HAVE: 
=t:f:liil:.l•=---n 
""egular 
verb---)The plants have dried up. 
i t•renular 
verb·--->Summer has~ too shor<::. 
SIMPLE FORM it-FORM be-FORM c.>d-FORM na,·e-FORM 
r·egu l ar regular 
& & 
irregular 1 rreg •.11 ar 
(';Q) walk (it) walks 
( t •;)) tt·y (it} tt•leS 
(to:> I diE' (it) d1es 
<!;ol dt•lnk (it) dr1nks 
(t•::-) SWlnl (it) swims 
<to> sing ( 1t) 5 i l"JQ!:: 
regular 
&. 
i •·,.eg u 1 at• 
(bel walktng 
<bel ~ r··y it :g 
\be) dy1ng 
(bel dt'lnl·<.l ng 
(be> !'oWlmming 
<toe> s 1 ng i ,...,g 
t•eg u l dt" , .. eQt.tl csr 
walked Utave) ~o1all-<.ed 
t>"J e<:l lhavel tried 
,:; i E'd ('1ave> died 
1 t'r!:.'gu l at• V!"rbs hav,_, 
spe~•fic ed-FORMS 
;o.nd:'•:.)t' have-FORMS 
drank 
swam 
sanq 
(have> drunk 
<!"lave> swum 
(have) s•.1ng 
25 
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EXERCISE C; Fo:•l"" each •:Of the follo11ung reg•.dilr' ·ter•b-;;, ri 11 in the chart 
be 1 •:ow. 
SIMPLE FORM 
1. fr•ighten 
2. sample 
3. C•::>nv 1 nee 
'+. request 
S. bell•:::>w 
7. disapooint 
9. believe 
10. ronmlC 
EXERCISE D: 
char•t; bel•::>W-
SIMPLE FORM 
1. lie 
2. ser.d 
3. buy 
4. eat 
5. steal 
6. fly 
7. bear 
a. wal<.e 
'3. give 
1121. sleep 
i. t-FORM 
frlghtE::n!> 
be-~ORM ed-FOR~ 
fright~ning frLJhtened 
have-FORM 
frightened 
;::-,:.r· each •:Jf the f·:.llowi.ng irregular· ver•bs, fill in 
Feel free to consult a li.st of trregul~r ~erbs. 
it-FORM be-FORM ed-FORM have-FORM 
FORMED IN THE 
SAME WAY AS 
ARE REGULAR 
VERBS 
lay 
tne 
EXERCISE E: On a clean sheet of paper, write two sentences fQr each of 
the odd nuco1ber·ed verbs 1n e><erc1ses C&n. Use the ed-FORM and ';;he 
have-FORM •:Jf the vet•bs. 
::t:f~liii=.I.$.-R 
The coyote's howl frightened the campers. 
The bear attacks have frightened them, to0. 
1. 
3. 
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4. F•:.llowing are ten •:.f the m•.:>st tmpcortdnt f•.mct ions an Engltsh 
verb can perf•::>t'nl. The '1'1!rb' ·:; form otsota.ll y cha.roges whero 
the verb's funct1on chan~es. 
DES.CRIBING 
VERB FORM: 
amllS/are 
+ 
be-FORM 
DESCRIBING 
OCCURED AT 
VERB FORM: 
ed-FuRM 
THIS VE'RY MOMENT 
EXAMPLES: 
ihe ,;;oJrAeyc.rs 
;n·e working 
-:·•lt side 
the school. 
The pr•es1 dent 
is speaking 
~=-n T.V. l"oOW. 
PAST EVENTS WHICH 
A SPECIFIC T!ME 
EXAMPLES: 
The doctor remov~d 
the bafldage ')le~­
terday. 
I t•aro 1ro the 
Boston Maratho:.n. 
2. DESCRIBING EVE~TS IN THE 
£lF:CENT ;:•AST 
'.iER8 FORM 
has/have 
+ 
( J •.IS t) 
have-FORM 
EXAMPLES: 
T~'e wc·man 
has (Just• 
J •.101ped 
T't•om !;he 
w1 rod ow. 
The airplan~ 
ha$ (just\ 
ct•ashed. 
4. DESCRIBING PAST EVENTS 
WHICH OCCURED OVER A PERIOD 
OF fi~E. OR AT AN UNSPECcFIC 
T!!VIE 
··/ERB F-"ORM: 
has/have 
-~ 
hC\ve-FORM 
EXAMPLES: 
She; has seen 
the ro,~~v i e 
':lef·:·•·e. 
The ~:·fficP.r 
!->as com-
pleted 1t. 
5. DESCRIBING FUTURE EVENTS ~. DESCRIBING 5ITUATIONS THPT 
EXTEND FROM TYE PAS' INTO 
fHE PRESENT VERB FORM: 
will 
+ 
SIMPLE FORM 
SIMPLE/ 
it-FORM 
+ 
future time 
am/is/are 
+ 
going to 
+ 
SIMPLE FORM 
<.~m/ is/are 
·~ 
be-FORM 
+ 
f•.1t •.1re '.; i me 
EXAMPLES: 
PRC wi 11 •:.wn 
H·:.ng Koflg 1 n 
~he 21st century. 
They gro.d•.:ate 
tomorrow. 
NASA is going to 
cons1der using 
uflmannect spaceships 
fot• cert a i ro future 
pro.::ects. 
The contest is end-
tng of~icial 1 y at 
12:~0 pm tonight. 
'.'ERB <=ORM: 
has/have 
+ 
have-FORM 
EXAI'IPLE: 
They have 
sung tc.ge-
ther f•::>r 15 
years. 
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7. DESr:RIBING SITUATIONS THAT B. DESC!.H Blt~G HABITUAL ACTIONS 
'3. 
EXTEND FROM THE PAST INTO 
THE ;::•RESENT AND INTO THE 
FUTURE 
VERB FORM: 
aro1/is/are 
+ 
be-FORM 
wi~l 
·+ 
'"lave ~een 
+ 
be-FORM 
+ 
r:il.ll""'~-t:. 1.0n ,:,f 
tlntE: 
.. 
speciF1c l:im 
FACTS 
SIMPLE FORM/ 
it-FORM 
EXAMP1_ES: 
Ch1ldren are l~a~n­
lng v1~l~nce from 
televislC~n. 
1 will have been 
r·•~nn1 ng fc,r fi f-
t een yeat··s t tn s 
aut urnn. 
EXAMPLES: 
People play soccer 
all over the world. 
Americans attend 
church in large 
numbers. 
~XERCISE F: In complete sentences, 
happen1ng at this vEry moment. 
::t:f~l~l!!ll•:::A 
You are looking 3t this paper. 
t. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
5. 
'JE RB F'lRM: 
(:;c;Ill a habitl 
SIMPLE fORM/ 
EXIiMPLES: 
1 t -FORM every day. 
'+ spec1fic ti.mel 
\i1C.'"-t r.at:1t> 
o,sec1 t;.:; I used t•':l 
t••.:n avery 
day. 
10. DESCRIBING WORKS OF ART 
VER8 FORM: 
SIMPL€ FORM/ 
1 t-F'"nRM 
EXAMPLES: 
The Winged 
Victor·y re-
~i:::les in 
the base-
mPnt •:lf 
the L•:>•.tvre 
Austen's 
her•o1nes 
are denlan-
d-..ng. 
descr1be s1x events that are 
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EXERCISE G: In complete sentences, descrice =ix events that happened 
in the near past. 
:t:f:liii~·=--
You ~ave finished eHerc&se F. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
EXERCISE H: In complete sent~nces, descrtbe ~ix ~vents which happened 
at ~ spectfic time. 
:t:f:liil~·~ 
Columbus discavered America in 1492. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
EXERCISE I: In complete sentences, d~scrtba ~1x P.vents which happened 
over a period of t1me in the past, or at an unsn~~tfic time. 
:t:f:lul~•=--
The county has renovated the ~ourthouse. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
e.. 
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EXERCISE Ja: Describe six future event5 u~ing w1ll +SIMPLE FORM. 
:t:.:ua~•=~~ 
The nephew will inherit his uncle's Fortune. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
EXERCISE Jb: Describe six future events using SIMPLE/it-FORM + future 
i; i 111e. 
t. 
·:> 
...... 
., 
..... 
4. 
5. 
5. 
:t:f:liil~·=~~ 
The next o:tlection C•ccur·s in Novembe1·. 
EXERCISE Jc: Describe six future events using am/1s/are + going to + 
SIMPLE FORM. 
:t:f:liill!.l•=R 
The nephew is go1ng to inherit his uncle's fortune. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
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EXERCISE Jd: Describe six future events us1ng am/is/are + be-FORM + 
f u t •.u·e t 1 ;,lE~. 
=t:f~liii=.J•:n 
The n~~t election i~ occurring in November. 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
EXERCISE K: Describe situations that e~tend from the past into the 
present. 
=t:f:liil::l•:n 
The weddings of the royal family have alw~ys created a stir. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
EXERCISE La: Describe six situations that extend from th~ past into 
the present and into th~ fut•~e, using am/is/ar~ ~ te-FORM. 
=t:f:liii=.J•:n 
The citizens of the world are hop1ng for a lasting peace. 
t. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
'31 
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EXERCISE Lb: Descr1be £1M 3ituations that extend f~om the 
tlle present and into the fut•Jre, using w1! 1 + have been + 
duration Qf time+ specific t1me. 
=t:4'elui~•=A 
past i.nto 
be-FOR!'! + 
Ronald Reagan will hdv~ been acting as pres1denc for eight years 
in \ '388. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4 . 
.,. 
.... 
5. 
EXERCISE Ma: Describe s1x actions which are habitual. 
=t:4':1iil=l•=A 
The pr1ncess of Wales goes shopping mo~t weeks. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
EXERCISE Mb: Describe six actions which were hab1tual. 
=t:f:lia~•=A 
The prjncess of Wales used to t&ach school. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
G. 
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EXERCISE N: De~cribe s1x facts. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4 . 
... 
...... 
5. 
::t:f:m:l•=n 
Canada has many naturdl r~sources. 
EXERCISE 0: Describe six works of art. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
::t:f:liil:l•=n 
Wyeth's Helga paintings are a surprisJng 3dd1t1on to the 
collect 1on. 
5. Verb mar~ers have approximately ~even funct1ons. 
1. To express po~sibility 
rD~ I I I '\It I I r .i>f/10!'1, i. 1---f---f--------1--------t------+--l f104Ji~~ i4-<lt> 5~ ~ 111~ <!d# 
:::t:f:l~l:l.-.-n 
Yoy might liva to be 150 years old. 
You may live to be 100 year£ old. 
You could live to be 90. 
You ought to live to be 70. 
You should live to enJoy retlrement! 
0~ 
To ex pt·ess 
past POSSlbllLties 
m1ght have + have-FORM 
m1ght h~ve • have-FORM 
could have + hdve+FORM 
ough~ to have + hav~-FORM 
shcHJ 1 d have + ne:we-·FORM 
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2. To ~xpress permission 3. To excress capabilit~ 
VF.R9 FORM: 
!present> 
l'll.ly 
+ 
SIMPLE FORM 
<past> 
c:oulct have 
+ 
havH-FORM 
EXr:lMPLES: 
An independent 
may t'•H• 
f•:::Jr president. 
An independent 
could have run 
f'o.,. p:--esident. 
4. To E'Npre~s obligati~n 
VERB FORM: 
<preo;ent> 
must 
... 
SII"'PLE FORM 
has/have to 
-~ 
SIMPLE FORM 
am/is/are 
... 
to 
+ 
SIMPLE FORM 
(pastl 
had to 
+ 
SIMPLE FORM 
was/were to 
+ 
~SIMPLE FORM 
EXPMI=•LES: 
Males over 13 
must reg i <stet• 
f•:>r' the draft. 
Males over 18 
have to::t regis-
ter for the 
draft. 
Males •:tver 18 
at•e to reg i st et• 
fo::tr the draft. 
Dut•ing WWII, 
el1gltl:!le men 
had to r·eg1ster 
f·:w the dr."lft. 
Our i ng WW I I, 
eliglble men 
were to 'f"egister 
f•:>r the draft. 
VERB FORM: 
lpt·e~ent) 
c:an 
+ 
SIMPLE ~='ORI'1 
!past> 
could 
+ 
SIMPLE FORM 
C::::XPMPLES: 
No one can dance 
l i ft.P. 
Baryl<;.hnikov. 
No •')l"'e •:•::tuld 
danclt! l1ke 
NiJin·;ky. 
5. To express adv1ce 
VERD FORM: 
(pre~er.t) 
should 
+ 
SIMPLE FORM 
ought to 
SIMPLE FORi"' 
(past> 
~hould h,.ive 
+ 
have-FOI'M 
o:;to.tght teo 
... 
have 
+ 
hava-FORM 
EXAMPLES: 
Y·~".1 sho1.1lc' buy 
g•.:>ld whP.n it's 
C"heap. 
Yo:;,u or.Jght tc bu;,· 
yol:l when it's 
dteap. 
Y·:ru should have 
bought g•:.ld wher. 
t t was cheap. 
·rcu '~''lght ';o t--ave 
bought gold while 
i. t wa;; cheap. 
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/'h•:•peful 
5. To ~H~r~ss wlshes 
t•egret fu 1 
VERB FORMS: 
tst P.:~rt 2nd Pc.n-t 
Ch.:-pef•d 
SIMPLE FORM 
or 
it-FORM 
plr·e~~~;~ 
SIMPLE FIJRM 
( r·egret f•J 1 
s I !'IP~;; F"Q RM I 
it-FORM 
present> 
could have 
+ 
have-FORM 
Chop~·ful past> 
ej-FORM I· co~ld 
SIMPLE r.oRM 
<regretf•.ll past> 
ed-FORM I coul: have 
have-FORM 
EXAMPLES: 
1st Pat·t 
He w1shes that 
He wts~P.s ':hat 
He w i. sh£?d that 
HE' WIShed that 
35 
he could 
climb Mt. 
Everest. 
he; CC".dj 
hc.'\ve 
climbed 
Mt. Ev-
erest. 
he could 
cli:nb Mt. 
Evt:!rest. 
he rcould 
have 
c 1 imbed 
Mt. C::v·· 
e•·est. 
7. To:> e><pr·ess conditions with verb rolarket•s co•Jld, wculd, iiYod mi.ght--CWM 
'·.IERB FORM: 
1st Sentence 2nd Sentence 
· <present> 
I f + CI..IM I CWM 
+ + 
SIMPLE FORM SIMPLE FORM 
If + CI..IM 
+ 
have 
+ 
have-~'''ORM 
<past>• 
CWM + !'lav.:! 
.. 
have-FIJRM 
EXAMPLES: 
If the studen~s would study the not~~, 
they could have bettP.r gractes. 
If the. students could havP. studied, 
they would have hn•'l :•etter grc.\des • 
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EXERCISE Qb: Write -~ hre>f~ sentences in wr11·::h perm 1 ,,. 1 on 
Make sure they refer to the past t1me. 
=t;f!l"l:l•=n 
36 
l5 d15CIJSSE'd. 
Whl le thP- prc•fe<.;scn• c•;:.rnmt~ted, !'1e coul·1 11ave bo:wt•owed th.? u;,iv~rsi­
ty "-:\r. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
EXERCISE Ra: Write thr~e sentences 1n which capability 
~ake sure they refer t0 the present time. 
=t:f!l"l~ll:l'l 
Porcupines can t~row their quills. 
1. 
•') 
..... 
3. 
is discussed. 
EXERCISE Rb: Write three 3entences i~ which ~apab1lity 1s discussed. 
Ma~e sure they refer to the past t1me. 
=t:f:l"l:l•=n 
Some d1nosau~s could eat only plants. 
1. 
.,. 
..... 
3. 
EXERCISE Sa: Write nine sentences in wh1ch 0bl1gatton is discussed. 
1 n t r-n·e>e sent en.=es e<1ch. Use each of the three relevant verb forms 
Make sure they refer to the prese~t time. 
1. 
') 
..... 
=t:f:liil~·=~-"11 
Soldiers must obey their commanding officer. 
Soldiers have to obey their commandinq officers. 
Soldiers are to obey their ~ommanding officers. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
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EXERCISE Sb: Write siH sentences in which obligation is d1scus~ed. 
Use each of the two relevant verb forms in three sentences each. Md~e 
sure they refer to the past time. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
::t:f~liil~•=~--n 
When I was in elementary school, all students had to say the 
"Pledge of Allegiance.• 
When I ""as in elementary school, all students ... er·e t•::. say the 
"Pledge of Alleg1ance." 
EXERCISE Ta: Write six sentences in which advice 
each of the relevant verb forms in three sentences 
they refer ~a the present time. 
is diSCI.lSSed. 
each. Make 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
::t:f:liil~•=~--n 
People should eat a balanced diet. 
People ought to eat a balanced diet. 
i.Jse 
~a..~re 
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EXERCISE Tb: Write SlK sentences tn wh1ch advt~~ 
each of the rei~vant verb forms in three 5entences 
they refer to the past time. 
is discussed. L!se 
sure each. Makii.' 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
=t:f'!lul:!.l•=---n 
She should have had the tooth e~am&ned edrl&~r. 
She ought to have had the tooth exam1ned ~arl1er. 
EXERCISE 1.11.: Wri. t~ si )( sentences in wh 1 ~~h a •'tK·o~ful" 
discussed. Use each of the two relevant verb f0rm~ tn three 
each. 
=t~f':lul:!.l•=---n 
~e wishes that he coulo fly an 3irpl3ne. 
He wished that she would 1nvite h1m to t~e p~rty. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
:5. 
wish 1 s 
sentences 
EXERCISE Ub: WritP. Sl)( sentences in which a "t·e~p·etf•Jl" w1sh lS 
discussed. Use each of the two relevant verb f0rms tn three sentences. 
1. 
:> 
..... 
=t:f':llii:!.J•=---n 
He wishes that he co~lu have flown an a1rplane. 
He ~i~hed that she would have invited h&m to the party. 
3. 
5. 
5. 
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!::XERCISE V: Wr1te twelve sentences tn whlcn conrJlt t•)ns ar~ expressed. 
Use the verb form~ described in 5.7. Create a ~ar1ety cf sentences. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
1 ·~ ..... 
6. _When you write an essay, choose e1ther the ill pn~t, bl ~ 
~. c) f1.1ture, or dl the critical or·esent tiroeliroes to 
express yo•.wself in. The cr•it1cal present 1s •1sed 1n essays 
about literature, art and music. 
7. Each of the four ti~elines has the capacity to describe 
a) maJ•:>r events. b) ~vents which ·::.cc:ur·red bef,;:,r·e thE' rnaJCr 
events, and c:> events which wi 11 .:;.cc:~tr dfter the rnaJO(' 
events. In •:>ther words: 
y--------------x--------------~ 
events 
bef•:>re 
ma_1or 
eve.,.,ts 
eve,.1ts 
after 
MAIN 
EVENTS 
EVENTS 
BEFORE 
EVENTS 
AFTER 
MAIN 
EVENTS 
EVENTS 
BEFORE 
EVENTS 
AFTER 
~~as~: 
ed-FORM 
had 
1· 
have-FORM 
was/were 
>Julng to 
+ 
SIMPLE FORM 
!i'='~ng to 
+ 
SJMPLE FORM 
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VERB FORMS IN THE TIMELINES: 
pr·esC?m; Ct"'l':.l.ca.L 
;.n·t>sent 
TO BE r OTHER Vt.RBS 
a.111/ is/ .;u-e I am/i'5/are SIMPLE/ 
I + 1 t-FQP.M I oe-FORM 
I 
I SIMPL~.:/ it-
I FORM 
I 
was/were I wao;o/were hr~s/have 
I ... + 
I be-FORM have-FCRM 
I 
l 
... i 11 be I will be •:; IMPLF/ 
I 
+ l~-·c7 r.RM 
I oe-FORM 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-
-
-EXAMPLES OF VERB FORM::> IN THE TIMEL•NES: 
-
.!past pr•e•..;ent cr·1t1cal 
o~·esen t 
TO BE I OTHER VERBS 
The man He 15 in I The prest- C i ndero l-· broke the Washing- I dent is 
) il rneet:;. 
wirtdow. ton D. C. staying 1n her F .l it·y 
I W..1sh i. "''gt.-.:-n. qr.:or..!1not he:-
I 
I 
l 
ne had 1-le "'as at I He ... as He•· pa..--
finished Camp I stay1ng ents have 
a bottle Dav1d. I .:.t Camp ·~ '· C.ld,. 
o:Jf tequi :ta. I David. 
I 
I 
I 
He was He wi.!l I He Wl 11 ·:~~e mdr·-
go1ng t•::> be at I be c:otay- r• i es the 
g•::> to n1s i i ng at p-l.r.ICI£.•. Jail. r•anc:h. his I t•.;mC"'h. 
I 
I 
r 
r•Jt~trej 
TO BE OTHE~;~ 
will I wlll be 
be I + 
I bP.··FIJRM 
I 
I 
' I 
wlll 1 will 
have 1 hove 
been I been 
I + 
I be-FORM 
will I will ~e 
be gr.:•• roq I going t•:J oe 
t•j I oe-FORM 
be I 
I 
I 
1 
l 
f•;t·.•r'eJ 
TCl BE I OTHERS 
The I The 
que-err I queen Wlll be Wlll 
ir. L•.)n-1 ~e 
don. I ~tay 
I ing 1n 
I L.•:•r•t.lor. 
She I St"><:> 
;,.;ill I will 
have I have 
~een 1n beero 
Bath. I ~tc: .. y-
I l:"l~ ir. 
I ?.at h. 
She I She 
w: ll be I ""ill Qoing be 
to o:-Je I go::.i:"lg 
l rr Nic:e.t t; ·:· ue 
I stay-
I 
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EXERCISE W: On a rlean sheet ~f paper. wrtte four se~tences desc~1b1ng 
rna1n ~vents in eac:h •:of -o:he f•:.llo••ing tun~::.: :•-,e past:, present and 
cri t 1ral present. Tl1en add t•:. eac-h Si'lntencc,• t~o~ .. :o 111ore :.entcnceos, •:..ne 
which describes an earl1er event and one wh1c~ d~~cribes a lat~r o~ent. 
=t:f:llll:.l.:l.-n 
<PAST> 
A Vietn~mese student won the schularshtn. 
She had studied very hard. 
She \S going tQ study law at Stanford. 
<PRESENT> 
The p•·ince 1s r11arry1ng a commC.l"'et•. 
Hios mother was hop1ng he wo•..tld '!lart•y her· sec•:.nd C'OtJsin. 
He will be living 1n a five-room flat 0~•r a chemist's 3hop. 
<CRITICAL PRESENT> 
In the novRl Out of Africa, the heroine's husband is un~aithful. 
She has arrived 1n AfrJca from Scandinavia. 
The man wnom she falls in love w1th dies 1n an airplane crash. 
8. If you wish to express someth1na that i5 not on the s1mple 
timel1ne 
y----------x----------= 
events maJor events 
before eve~ts after 
use a verb form described in 4. 
=t:f:l~I:.I.::II-'"R ~~,;t ~ 
Many Americans~ fo•· peace p·, the middltt ea!'.t. 
Unf•:>rtunately, recent events lrt that ar·ea ~peace 
unlikely at present.  -~~(j._..t. 
~~ Alchemis~~~t~ change various elements 1nto gold. 
•:.nly gold ~gQld. 
~ 
EXERCISE X: Complete each gro•lp •:>f sentence5 in Exercise W w1 t.h •.:one 
sentence whose verb form falls off the timeline. Try to u~e each of 
the followin~ v~rb form~: describing thi~ very moment, dR5cri~:ng 
events in the recent past, describ1"q situations which extPnd fr0m the 
past into the present, describing events wh~~e ci~e of oc=ur~nce 1~ not 
important or specific, describing habitual ~c~ion~, and f~cts. 
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EXERCISE Y: Read the foll·:>Wing passages. The l<;t 1s wr·itten '.l:;&ng the 
presentt1meline; on a clean sheet of paper, c~3nge tnis passage tc t~e 
past. The 2nd is wrltt&n us1~g the past tLmeline; change this passage 
to the presertt. Remember that verbs from 4 Wi 11 l'tr:or. char.ge. The •1erb 
forms in airect quotati~ns, either. 
PASSAGE ONE: 
<Begin tht<;; r·evis1on with "White Hc·use •?fflc1~ds saia 
that ••• ") 
REAGAN WILL ACCEPT PLAN TO OVERHAUL rAXE3--FOR NOW 
Santa Barbara, Calif.--Whtte ~io•.1£.e c·ffJC~ials said Monday +;nat 
P~es1d~nt Reagan will accept the House-SenatH version of the historlc 
ta>e bi 11 but may seek to::o r·evise the leg1slat io!'"• ot·oce enacted. 
The strategy is des1gned to try to assur~ th~t the sweep&ng 
prop•::>sal bec•::>mes 1 aw when Congrefis r·et •.1rns. The .o~dml n1..:.t rat 1•:-:>rr ~1as 
become c>::>ncerned about a possible Se>'late fi 1 J tbuster by oppcmertto;; of 
the version approv~d Saturday by the conference com~ittee. 
The ta>e overhaul proposed wtth little d1ssent by the CQnferees 1s 
disliked by a wide array of interest groups, partacularly businmss, but 
they say their opposition won't dislodge 1t. 
Eff•::>rts began M·::.nday to det·ai L the leg1!:.lat1.:,n beff)re 1t beco::omes 
law, or to begin rewr1t1ng 1t in Ccngress as early as next year. 
Senator John Danf•:wth, (RP.p., Mo. 1 anl'lo• ... nced 11e wtll lead a ftght 
to defeat the b1ll when ltls considered by the senate after Ccngress 
r•eturns from its Lilbor Day r·eces,;.. But lawmat<.er'3 filce a los1ng bao;;tle 
to derail its enactm~nt. Because it is the p~oduct of a House-S~n~te 
co::ompromi~e, the measure cannot be arnmended in e1ther chamber. It Mus+; 
be voted •::>n as .,. wt.o 1 e. 
PASSAGE TWO: 
SEARCH FOR MISSING TEEN GOF.S ON 
Jas•-,n Rogers, 16, wt1c- disappeared rr.:,m the Iowa State Fatr 
Saturday in Des Moines, remained m1ssing today, and authorities sa1d 
they didn't ~.now what happ~ned to him. 
"We a~·e treating this i.\:l a mi5sing per5oro c.:\se." said De-:; "'C•lnes 
Police Sgt. Bill Mulllns, spokesman for a ~earch effort to fand the 
KnoMville youth. 
Emerging shortly after a meeting of 1nvescigators late Mo~day 
afternoon, Mullins said that there were no substdntlal leads in the 
case. Today he reported th~t many of the 47 leads--tncluding repor~~ 
that Roge>"s had been seen around i<no>cvllle>--were o..nf•:)l.mded. 
Governor Terry Brans tad telephoned the y·::>ungster' s parents, Linda 
and Ron Rodgers, who farm in the Kno>eville area, to e>cpress his co"cern 
and support. 
Inve?st igators set up a command post at the Narion Co•Jnty shert ff' s 
office to follow leads. A mass "for the boy's safe returnu was held at 
Saint Anthony's Catholic Church in Kno>evtlle. 
<Both stortes adapt~?d f!'•:>m the Augu'&t l'3th, 1'386 OP.s Mo1nes Register> 
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EXERCISE Z: On a cle;1n sheet of paper, sr.ur.r·1ar·•;::e tt1e 
using the critical prese~t. Begi~ this rev:s!on ~ith 
author of 'On Being Crazy' walks 1nto a r~st~ur3nt 
served ..... 
folla1,.ing 
the WOI'dS 
and asl4.s 
43 
'St,~r·y 
"The 
to be 
It was one o'cloc4 ~nd I Aas hungry. [ walkE!d 
se•ted myself, and re~ched for the bill of farP. 
rorse. 
1nto a rest•urunt, 
My table companiun 
"Sit·," !;aid he, "do yr::.r~ wish to f·::.r·c.:e your c.·•.)mp«ny ·:>n th•::.se wh•:• do 
not want you':>" 
No, :.aid I, I wisn t•::. eat. 
"Are yor1 aw<'!re, s1r, ttlat thls is s..:-cial equality-:>" 
Noth1ng of the s.:wt, si.r, 1t is hunrJer--and I ate. 
The day's work do~e, I sougnt the theatr~. As I ~ank into my 
seat, the lady shrank and squirmed. 
I beg pardon, I sa1d. 
"0.-, you enJ•::.y heing where you ,:n·e not warrtl?ct~·" she :.sk.ed r::..:ddly. 
Oh no, I s,;nd. 
"W~::"ll you at•e not wanted her·e." 
I was surpr1ser:l. r fear :y.-,u c1r•e ntistaken, <;;.:nd, certa1nly 
want the music, and I l.1k.e t•::. think the rnus1c wants me to li•;;terr '::o 1t. 
"Usher," said the lady, "this is S•::.<::l<d t:.'Cjllcol 1 ~y." 
"No madame," sa1d the usher, "it i~ t~e se~ond movement of 
Be~thoven's fifth symphony." 
After the theatre, I sought th~ hotel wh~re I had sent my baggage. 
The cler~ scowled. 
"What do you want-:>" 
Rest, I said. 
"Th1s is a white hotel." 
I looked around. Such a c:olor· scheme ·r•equu·es a great deal of 
cleaning, I said, but I don't k.now that I QbJP•~t. 
"We o:>bJect," said he. 
Then why, I began, but he intPt•rupted. 
"We don't keep nigo2rs," he o;;aid. "l-Ie O•::Jn' t wr~nt sor.lAl 
equality. " 
Neither do I, I t•errplied gently, ~want a b!O!d. 
I wal\..ed thoughtfully to tl">e '.;t•c.in. !'1.1 takE> a sleeper tl1r'OI.lQtl 
Texas. I'm a little b1t dissatisfied with thi~ tow~. 
"Can't sell you one." 
I only want to hire 1t, ~aid I, for a couc!e n1ghts. 
"Can't -sell you a sleeper 1n Texc~.5, '' ht..> maintu.ined. ''Th'"'Y 
consider that soc1al equality." 
: cons1der it barbar1sm, I sdid, and I th1nk I'll wc~.lk. 
Walking, I met anothe1· wayfarer, wh•::. immediately • .. aked t•:r the 
•:>ther side of the road, where it was m•.addy. ! ask.ed t1is r·eason. 
"Niggers is d1rty, ·• he said. 
So is mud. said I. Moreover, am no+; as d!t'ty as y•:>u--yet. 
"Br~t yc.u' re a nigge¥·, ain• t yo•J"" he a!:'ked. 
My grandfather .,..as so called. 
"Well then'" he answet•ed triumphantly. 
Do you live in the South? I perststed pleasantly. 
"S•Jre," he gt·rJwled, "3nd starve there." 
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I should think you an~ the Negroes s~oulrl get 
out starvat 1on. 
"We don• t 1 et ti1em v•::>te." 
We? Why not? I said in surprtse. 
"Niggers is too 1gnorant to v0to." 
B~1t, I said, I am ~ot so lg~oor'ant as vou. 
"But you're a n1gger." 
44 
together and vote 
Yes, I'm certainly who'\t ')"C"Jtl meun by ~toat. 
"Well then''' he ret•.orned, with that CIJrl•::>usly tncons~quent1al notP. 
o:~f tri•.1mph. "Moreover," tu~ sai•j, "I don't want my stster to marr:1 a 
nigger." 
I had not seen his sister, so I merely murmered, let her say ~o. 
"Ely God, you shan't marr·y her, ~ven if -;he s.u d yes. " 
But--but I don' want to marry l">er·, I answereol, a 11 tt le pP.rturtJed 
at the personal turn. 
"Why n.:;,t," he yelled, angrier than evt>r. 
Because I'm alrP.ady lllarried arod r r·<lttle~· 1 Ll<e my wife. 
"Is she a n1gger?" he asked su~plciously. 
We 11, ! Si\1 d .-.qa i r,, her• grandmother· Wd!i. CCI l led ';hat. 
"Well then'" he shouted 1n that oddly lllogtcal way. 
I gave •Jp. 
Go •:ln. I said, ~lther· you are cra.!y .:or I am. 
"We b<:>th are." he said as he trotted along 1n th£> m•Jd. 
"On Being Crazy," by W.E.B. DuBois. As 
Writers, Jo Ray McCuen, Harcourt, Brace 
Diego, 1'386 
o·epr i nt L"d 1 n Readings for 
Jov~novich Publlshers, San 
--' 
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PASSIVES 
2. Form paSSlVe sentenC'es in these ways: 
IJERB FORM ClF 
ORIGINAL SENTENCE: PATTERNS: 
SIMPLE FOR:>! 
()t"' 
it FORM s v 0-> 0 + am/1s/at·e/ + have-F"CRM .. by + 
or 
ed-FORM 
be-FORM 
have-FORM 
marked by 
a single 
verb marker, 
besides a 
f<::>rm of be 
<::>r have 
:t:f:llil~•::c-"11 
<ed-FORMJ 
s 
s 
s 
wa<s/were 
v 0-> 0 + am/ts/are/ 
was/were 
v 0-> 0 + has/have/ + 
nad 
v 0-) 0 +- verb m.:u·ker 
Mrs. Weatherby broke the Ming v~se. 
+ be\ng 
he en ... 
.. be + 
The MiYtg vase was broken by Mt'5. Waatherby. 
<be-FORM> 
+ have-FORM 
have-FORM + 
h.otve-FORM + 
s. 
+ by ~ s. 
by + s. 
by . .. s. 
The US was incarcerating its Jananese citizen~ during WWII. 
Japanese cttizens were being incarcerated by the US during WWII. 
(have-FORM) 
Mrs. Weatherby has broken the Ming vase. 
The Ming vase h~s been broken by Mrs. Weatherby. 
<other single verb markers) 
The U.S. could 1ncarcerate Japan~se citizens during WWII. 
Japanese citizens c<::>uld be incarcerated by the U.S. during WWil. 
3. If the final group of words in a passive sentence is 
by + tndefinite person, it is usually mcr·e :di·::>matic t•> •:>mit 
this f1n~l group of words frum the sentenc~. 
:t:f:llii:J .. ::C."R 
Someone has vandalized the high school. 
The high school has been vandalized. 
A man has stolen S7,000,000 in diamonds. 
S7,000,000 in diamonds has been stolen. 
45 
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1. Y•:>u can make a sentenceo passive ,..hen y•::>u do not know wheo has 
performed the action you wtsh to describe, or if you wis~ to 
avoid emphasizing who has performed the action. 
=t:f'~li:il:l•::~~.-n 
Someone vandal1zed the highschool. 
The high school ~a~ v~ndal1zed <by someone). 
The U.S. i.ncarcerated its Japanese c1 t! zens d•Jring WWI!. 
Japanese cit1zens wer•e i.ncarc:erated dur·lng WWII by the US. 
~XERCISE A: Decide whether 1 t would be ap_proJJri ate to rnalle 
Write ~ •::>r n•:. bes1de each c;entence. following sentences pass1ve. 
=t:f':tul:l•::~~.-n 
Romeo loves Jul1et. 
1. 
A~ unknown person abandoned the child on the hosJJital steJJs. 
2. 
7 
..... 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
the 
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PASSIVES 
EXERCISE B: C'·:~nvert the sentences in E>cercise A which you rnarkPd yes 
Cas aporoprtate for th~ passive voice> into passive sentences. 
Remembet· t <" om i. t the f 1 na 1 gt•oojp ,., f words if t hPy consist of by + 
1ndefin1te person. 
=-:f:liil:.l•=---n 
An unk~own person abandoned the child on the Mosp1tal steps. 
The child was abandoned on the hospital steps. 
EXERCISE C: Write twenty passive ~entences. 
guidelines set •.1p in 6. l-3. 
Make sure they follow the 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
'3. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
1 e. 
1 '3. 
20. 
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L In order t·o rncd~2 <t sent<;!nce r1eqattve>, !;.-a.)re n11.1>nt l::e at least 
•::>ne vet•b •narl<et• in the sentence, •.tnl·~ss U··.e ve,..b of tho:! 
sentence is simply am/ig/ar~/wa~/wer~. 
does no':: 
need a verb--------> 
r.1arke•· for 
The Statue of Liberty \S in Washinqtan, D.C. 
the negative 
has <.>. verb 
marker for --------> 
the negative 
needs a vet•b 
rn-3rkeor f':lr ---- ···---> 
tn~ negative 
If tnere js no verb mdrker 1" the sente~ce vou w1sh to make 
negat1ve, and th~ v~rn 15 not SlMDly ~mit51•re/wa3/were, ddd 
jo/does/dld to mar~ th~ ve~b. 
J. If y•:••• .>dd oo/d•.:>es/d t c ':·:1 mar•k the ve,•i.J, "ht"• verb tal<es the 
S~MPLE FORM. 
She flte~ a~ ultralight.-----> 
Geor[]e Elic.t w•·.·r·,.. pi1ni:s.------·) 
4. NOT full:.ws thf.? fir"c,t vet•b ,'Jlar·k€!t', •: .. · ~~,~ 3!mple ver·bs 
am/i5iare/wa~/were. 
The 5t<.ltue ,·,f •-lbet•ty 1~. 1\1n 
She 
'(II'~ 
11a'i sold.'\·~•ut 
an ul tt·.3l i gh t. 
')\Pt 
s. c. 
tts naxt oerf~nn~nce. 
Seorge Elivt d i a A wear partt s. 
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EXERCISE A: ~~>-ite 20 sentences if'l thP. s;Jaces bel•:;.... Thc-!l"t p•.1t a check 
I 0 t:P.osi.d<;? the s~nter1cc<:> which ... ..,uld "eec! tc hi:1V~ d··.,/di')P.::i.'thd added in 
th~ nP.gativeo. T~ the ~entenc• does not need to nave cto/d~e~/did added 
lr> the negati·~e, c:;.rcle ti-Je fH·o:~t •t~:rb tUC<t'''-F.'"' ::>r •.Lnde•·: :n<.? 
ar••lisle~re/wa~./wer·e 1-:" c.1ne of ti"'ese is '::he ~•i!tlple ·-..-rb. 
:t:{:1~·~•=---n 
Dutc·h elm dlsP.ase ;nlled all the> !?lOJ tr·ees il" t.he U. ~. V 
~ 
M·-,st o;;~c-.ckings~:,)t1P.ing rnad,;o ·:Jf silk. 
Ameru.:anc;; wer·e eager ':c elect Humuhreoy. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
b. 
7. 
a. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14 • 
.l5. 
16. 
17. 
1.9. 
1 '3. 
2\ll. 
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EXERCISE B: ~ake the ~entenc~~ i~ Exer~tse n ne~~t1~e. 
if you 3dd do/does/did, the v~rb takes the SIMPLE FnR~. 
Ri:?'"emoe..- that 
=-:fe1i4:~•~-n 
Dut~h Plm dise~~e aid ~at kill all the elm ~..-.~s in the U.S. 
M0st stockings arp "at ~eing made of silk. 
Ame..-ice>n<s wet·e not so-::~ger to;, ele.:::t H!lmphr·ev. 
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5. The ¥o11owinq ~~lr~ of words have tha s•rn~ meaning in a noga-
l:ivl;! C·~l"ltt?l<t. 
any 
.;mythin_g 
any•::~ne 
~nywhere 
anyb01jy 
ar~ymor·e 
B 
1"1,~ 
noth!~Q 
l'lO •::~ne 
nownere 
I"'Obo:Jdy 
\"tO nf•j.r''!:l 
6. If you have maoe a SEntence negativ~ w1~h NOT, us~ o~ly those 
worrJs i.n r.ol•.tmr, A i •• the se1..,tence. 
=t:r~tiil~•::~~..--n A 
There tsn't anyore living 1n ~he 8adland~. 
!orl ThPre 1s ~n one l1v1ng in th~ 8ad1~~ds. 
8 
t- They r.(~•-tl on• i; f'i nd the ·~hi lll ~u-.yJJ•e>re. 
c.~·r> They •.:ould find the ci1i!d l"t<:)where ______ _ 
-_{3-
7. Fur<;;h'?rmor·e, ,-:mly <Jr'<e worr1 ft'f)tn Col•1n>r; 8 car. appear i>"~ "' 
sing 1 ~ £lent £>r.c~. 
=t:f:l~lrJ•=n 
B 
N•:oth1ng s•~r•pri<;.es 
...______ .... ------- -- ... f:\nyone ~r.:.§' • 
EXERCISE C: Wrtte fi1e sent~nces using ~word ~~ 
A tn ear.h. Then wr·ite ftvtl'! s~ntencti!'c, •.:si.ng a '"'•:wd 
each. ;:ircle n.::•t when tt •.:lccurs. !Jncerl1ne ,.,.,d 
••·om ro l.•lmns A and D. 
=t:f:!iil~·::ii..'"R ~ t:l 
The P••lt t i ~~ 1 ar1 1'1 i ct~'_') 5ay anyth i nr; about: 
t.::o anybody. 
~w•::. W(H'•Js from c.c•l umn 
~. ·orn Co l•Jmn 9. 1 n 
I~MYltlfV ~he W0rd5 
8 R 
Sarah FE>r']•-•ser~ <1nd Andrew WO<tlli tell no r-""P·~,.~t;~rs aho•.1t their 
hon~ymcon ol~ns. 
l. 
2 .. 
3. 
4 . 
... 
-'• 
6. 
7 
f). 
'3. 
l 13. 
EXERCISE 0: 
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Rewrite eacn of the senter~es i" E~erc1se c. 
n•Jt if i:hll.'t'E' lS •"ln~, iirld ln!Se~·~ a J:!!2'i.. tf t:het'P. lSr.'t c?ne. 
-~,..r· Y~egatlve WCl""d~:; whe>"E' nll!r.t~ssarv, bP.1ng r::uref1.1l. :oOl; co 
meantng ~f the ~entence. 
~~move 
Ch.'<MQP. 
::hanqE' 
the 
tr-e 
tho:! 
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2. ThPre are t~c tvnes or questions: ~h-questJon~, ~ht~h be~1n 
w1 tn ~~ que!:jt ion -..•:ore• J j :<e t·~ho, ... nat. ~i"l':!~• whto>rEt, h·:>,. • ..or 
how rm.tch; anc1 yes-•lo quest;l'Qn;,~ch ;Jo~, 1'"\•:_,f--beg\n---;::-tt;, a 
ouest i ''" wo·rtt and are tJSU.& l l y ,;~nr;wered f i r·st c.n t h ye-s o::.r ''Cl· 
~H-questJon---------) 
Ans~F.!r: Who wrote A Sent1went~i Educatto~~ Gust a vP. F l·a·.• oer t~-- -- -----------
53 
Yes-n.:• quest i•:Jn-·-----) 
An~we,..: Do V•::lu ~nnw who ""''ute ~L~_I:!"!~--~~'!~!:'_t~ll Educat lOl'\':' Yes ••• 
3. F"OR,.,tNG YES-NO GlUE!'iT:ONS 
a. Irr •::or·der· t•::l rnak.2o <tn independerot o;e"t~"'•CP. ·i."'to a yeo<s-·rro que!;-
ticn, there ~us~ be at l~ast o~e ~ero markP.r 1n the sentence 
unless the verb of the sentence ts ~imply am/i.s/are/was/were. 
d.:•es not 
need a verb--·------> 
mar·l<.el' f·:>r 
tt1e 
question 
has ~ ·o~..-rb 
mat•ker fo.---------·-) 
the Q•Jest 1on 
needs a verb 
marker for-----·----> 
the que<st1on 
The Statue of Liberty 1s 1n WashinGton, D.C. 
T~e orchestr~ has ~old out 1tn n~~t performance. 
She rti~s an ult~~l1ght. 
b. If therR t~ ~o verb 
1nto:> a questi.:-n and 
'lm/Lslar·e/wa!'io/w@re, 
o·tJ.a.rl<el• in the Sc"lter•Cf:' /•:Ill wish t•:> rtlak.e 
the verb is not sirn~ly 
add do/oaes/rttd tc rn~rk the ve.-b. 
c.If you add oo/ooes/did to the sentence as a verh m~rker, ~neve~b 
must take the SI~PLE ~ORM. 
She fltes an •Jltralight------> 
Gec.rge El i.ot wore pants--·---> 
vet•b 
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d.Findlly. invert the subJect ana the fir~t vwrb marker, or 1~­
ver·t the sub,Ject with arn/is/dr~/was/~rl'?. 
4. FORMING WH--QUESTIDNS 
a.To form ~HO-Questions, 
subJect LS in q•..1est i•:;n, 
::t:f~liil:.l .. ~ 
tai<P. .'Hl indepton<ier.t scnter:cP wt,c.se 
dnd repl..sce t:nt:.> ;.;.(b.)ec:'; with who. 
X is t"le new h•.1sb.:1nd •::Jf Cat•ol:in'i':! ~enYof:'dy. 
Wh,-:o is tht~ new i".•.tsband •:lf Carc,llr>E: Kc~l'lnP.dy" 
b.Ta fQrm dll other WH-Question~, f&r§t tak~ a sentP.nce and 
follc.w the >'t:.les set dowro for ves··no que•st l.ons. 
Mal"ia Shr•ive,.. is frcn: X. She was ollar.-ied in '<. She ~lar.-i.ed X. 
nrar•ker Mi3ria Shriver• is fr•om X. Stu;~ ,..,a-:; mar·r·ie-orl ir. X. She did marroy X, 
1·ule 
In-
vet•-
ia:,n 
r•.1le 
y v lf.yy _ 
~ s 
Was shE marroed in v. ~----------------------------~-----
c.Then mnve the X ~o the front of the ~entence, rPplacinq it 
with an appt·op•·~dte c;1..1est i•::>n worod. 
Is Mcn•ia Shl'·i·.,er •r\')111~) ~.1ls sht.• rtl<£r>~~;:;~-(X':'1' D;d <shP. ;narry ~) 
rx:is Maria Shr•ivef' from. (~)was -ihe m<lr-rl~O (r.. ~)did c;he ma•·ry. 
l.ihP.rP. is Mdri.a Sh,..~ver from"' When was sne ma~·t'1F!d~ Whom •:tirl zhe marrv" 
NOTE: When the X is an .~bJect in the Q>-lgi,-.aJ sent~nce, 1t 
becomes ~ in the q•.test ion. 
s v 0 
She ma.-rled X. 
She did marry X. 
D.ic! shF.' mar.-y '(, 
X Clid she mar·ry. 
Whom did sh£• rrtarry? 
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EXERCISE A: Wr1te twenty santences in the ~pa~es bP!0w. Transform the 
flrst te~ sentences tnto yes-no qu~st10ns ~nd the lrl~t t~n sent~nces 
Lnt•:- WH-t":Jueo;;tt.-,"s. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
e.. 
7. 
a. 
'1. 
10. 
:t:f~l~l:l•~-n 
ThP. To:>ur dP. l=t•ancE! 011-:vcle t•acl!' WCIS completed o::>n JLily 29th. 
Wa~ the Tour cte FrancE'! b1~ycle race compl~t•d on Jul/ 29th? 
George Wash1~gton ~as the first Am~rtcan preRident. 
Who w~s the fir9t Am~rican president~ 
11. 
13. 
1.4. 
t"' 
16. 
17. 
18. 
20. 
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EXERCISF B: On a clean ~meet of papet·, write t .... _, ;.oh-quescions F.::Jr ~ac:h 
,.,f the f·::>llowll"'q questio:Jn words: who, wtt"t, ••hP"l. wh'=!r·e, :,,::.w, h•::>w :n~1crt. 
E:<ERCISC C: On a claoan sheet of paper, wr1te ~•x yec:-roo O'.I!'!'Stl...,ns. 
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CHAPTER NtNE 
DIRECT rnJOTATIGNS 
1. Tf '/•::>V rer.OY'd 1n Y•:lUt' own HS!'iiiy exaci:ly .. hat w<l•; wr·itten •:>,... 
-;ald by someone elsP, y•.:.•J must •Jse quotat l•:.r, mar·hs (" i 
ar·o•tnd who:1t wao;:. wrt tten (:.r sa1d, 
2. If y•":'tl ,-epo.-·t le•;s ':han a f•ll: sent~~lcP, ;-,rJc.; q•Jo')tatlon mar"lto;:, 
·:·nly around what v.:-u .are qu.:.ti.nq. 
=t:f:l~l::•=n 
Pascal writes th.'3t t•:• be qr~at 1s '.:·-· ".;~bdYodon I'IIJmanity." 
He al•:;o ... r-~tes tt-,at •:->ne 1s tr•.dy great ;,f ·~·ro,;; I<Y•ow-s "onE!:>!':'lf 
+:o bP. m1ser•able." 
Pj:jTTEFlNS: 
independe~t sentenc~: 
·-------···--·· -··--·--·-- .. ---·--·--·· u 
1nde~endent sentenc~: ··---------- ,, ____ - -··-'' .. ··--·--·----
i ndenendent sentence: "---------" ~- -----------------
If Y•::>u n~port aro inriP-pendE'nt fientence ·")•· fll•~·l"·r,., i ntr•:ld•Jce 
57 
ttH?tll Wl'i;~! with a comm'-' if they are q•J•.:.te.-J s.:.1eech, and lnt~·o-
d !.LC~ t ht::'m w i i; h i:\ co~ ,:,Yw ( : ~ l f t. ht:ty nr ... t- q 'J.C.t ed iN\"" .1 t \ nq. 
Freo•!d wrlt;es: " ••• Pa...-adis~ itself is roo •non:.• than a gro•.1p 
f;!nl::asy •.:>f the L~h'ildh•:>od ·:Jf the ind~virjo;.:\1. '' 
Lincol'f'l OE'I;Ian thl? GPttyc;burg -.tddres~ ""!th '::he words, "F(HJr-· 
S·=or..- an.'j SP.vet'l years aqo ·-:>ur "'.ather::. :.r'•."lot(,jt-.t f•:Jrth •-1pon this 
C•:>ntinent a new nat;u:>n, c•.Jnc:e:i•J"?ci .n ltberty, and ded1cataod 
to the croposit1con th~lt all mem •.:tre cr·e.:.t~d ~qua1 .• " 
4. rr you report ~n independent sentence, do ~ot capi~alize 1t 
aga1n 1f you break the Quote. 
=t:f~l~l:l•::~~--n 
"If knowlmJge ·:>f my f.:onditi.::n is ali the frF>edont:: get fr·•:·tn a 
freed•:>l>l movement," wr•ites Al1c-: Walker·, "1t ic; bettt:tr +;han 
•.t\'iawarenec;;s, f•:lrqott ennec;s, aY•d h•::.oe 1 ~ssr,e>oss, th~ ew i c:.tence 
that i-;; like the to><\stenc:e •:-Jf a bea!>t.·• 
" ... each was great in his own w~y," w• ttefi ~ierkegaard of 
the great people •r• hist•:lry, ''drocl t:taci, i" or·opn:-·tior. 'uo.J the 
g,..eatnP.o;s of that which he loved." 
PATTERN: 
indef:lend~nt set"'tti?nce: "Cap-----·----," she ,:;,1.1d,. "l"',o Cap----·-··" 
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5. ! f yo•l t•eport tw<J full senteY.CE'":i cw ··oo•··!?, t.e sur·!? t,, us~:: a 
per1od 3fte~ each s~ntence ~nd to ~ap1~a!1:s the next ~an­
tpnce. 
=-=~:liil::l•=---n 
58 
"TechnLque 1s th~ enemy of phll~sophy an~ goadne~~,· 
Car•)l Sly. "The 'tP.t::htliqiJ,.. o.- fo::>r·m c-..eat.es coroteflt' 
·~F th~ t 940' ~ New Cri t ic1 ">1.1 mal(fi!:; f,:;,,• c··::-1 a tr•a-=.t.,•~nt 
i?.s, denbP.ratt=) mental s•Jpe•·l.or·: t'r' ov~r 1 '.1:er~l:•.n·e·--as 
et"<"t•J~o;:! were ~·:>mettlil"lg t('J l)e sel:!-n tt•""Q•.tqh." 
.. t·i te"!t 
Mt t i t•Jde 
lf llt·-
''The ~'-Loerwoman il'\1age," w·, ... ,tt=s Syl.Ji.::. R;·\t~ln~r, ''is a ::;yrnbol 
•.Jf the corrupt!.:'>l"o •:·f fem1n1st pollt;.cs ••• CitJ Ign•.)t•es t~e 
>"ealit;y of the averdge wor4ll'H) wotr.an .. ),~ h•):.isewife." 
PATTERNS: 
"Cap---·---," he said, .1·---·-- CaJJ--··--·····---------- .. •• 
., Cap·------···--------·---·---. ,, 
"Cap-·---------------, Cap----------, u ~e wr0t~. 
-- ------ ----- ---· 
EXERCISE A: int~grate eacn of the f0llow1ng ~01·~!al cuotPs 
sentel"lce. 81!' su~·e to p•lctuate: accorc:llng t:o rlu~ models in 8:2. 
=t:~:tul~•=n 
"an .;.>vi l ernpi•·e"--Ronalrl Reagan, about th~ Soviet Uni<.m. 
ANSWER: 
:Y>to a 
Ronald Reaga~ says that the Sov1et Unton is''~~ evil eM~ir~." 
l. "every•::>roe as they lli4e"-··-the g•::>or.l W•::>man • ... ho:? f<Jssed th.e C•::>w 
2. "~amo•Js, •.:alm, and dead''--Robert Fturn~, on a I'Vl~•eless grammdrial"l 
3. "the grand i nstruct•:>r"--J::dmttnd B~•rke, on Time 
.:.. would peep ;~r,d 
~n The Physician 
botanL::e his mother'!'i .:.~n grave" --lofor•dswort:h, 
5. ut.,.:\t dat·k lnn"--Si•• Walter Sco':+::, •=>t> th.;;· ~r3ve 
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EXERCISE l.: Break e.ar~h of ·~he f•::~llowing quoted 1ndepenci~nt '5entenr.es. 
Be sure t•::l punctuate ac.·c.:,r•dil"lg to thl~ )'•.dP.s de>scr·1bed ir 9:4. 
. 
. . 
=t:t=lill~•=n 
"Hnowlo?.dge," L"'t•U:flS John Henry Carctinal Newman, "in I:'Jr'Opor•tion as 
it te>nds more and more to he partic•Jlar, ~e~so~ to b~ knowledge.u 
Accurst be he that fit•st invented war.--Chrlst•.•pner Marlowe 
2. A cat may look at a king.--Lewis Car~oll 
3. E~ery m~n meet~ his ~aterloo at la~t--~endell ~hillips 
4. Ten thousilnd difflc:ltlties do not 
Card i l'la 1 Ne.....,lan 
make one doubt--J~hn Henry 
5. Egeak of the moderns wtthout contempt, and of the ancient• ~ithout 
L d·:•l at ry-··Pil i 1 i p Dorr.•er· Stanhope, l_ord Cl·,es t e1·' F 1 ""l cl 
EXERCISE D• Break each of T:he foll•:.wir.g two-sef'ltence ·:Jo.t.::.tes 
at an appropri<ote place. l)e sure to punctu.,-.t..,_ according to the r•Jies 
des~ribPd in 3:5. 
::t:t:l~l~•=n 
1-'. L. Mencken state~;. "On cert-ai Yo .~evel5 .:;,f tt->e AMet•ican ~ace, 
i.ndeed, there seems t.;:, be a positl·.fe l.itndo f•:•l- +:he •.1gly, ~ls .-:o 
•:•t~ ... ,.. and legs Chr1ztian le>VP.l& i:ht~t·P- i<:> a l1bido f(:r the heauti-
ful. It i~ impossibl~ to put down the wallo~~aer that dpface~ 
the ave>rage qn1erican home •:If the l•.'wer m1drlle class to mere-
in~dverten~e, or to the cbscenp humar af che manufa~turers." 
L. Nevet· t•ead n be>e>k that is n•-'t a year old. 
boo~s.--Ralph ~aldo Emerson 
-~. The sad good··byes had all been ::.aict bef0t'e. 
1s an image of death.--George Eliot 
Nevfi'r >"ead any b1.1t farned 
rn every oarting there 
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3. There mc"ly be heaven. ThP-Y'e rn'.lst hr.- hell. --R·::tbl'.!rt. Browning 
4. Al·.:me among men they covet with equal -?aqerness ~overty 
ru-:hes. r,, r•:~bnery, sl.a•..&qhtcor, plundfO't', the:,.. g1ve the lyi.rrq 
t?rtrpi.re; tht.'!y raake a d£!!,P.l't o:~nd r.all it p~actO>. -·-T.ar·i tus' GallJaC•.ts, 
t ~re R·~·rnans 
50 
and 
1'\anle 
orr 
~. ~agnan1mity 1n ool1tic~ 1s not ~eldom the truest ~i•rlom. A ~reat 
emp1re and little ••nnds g<:> ill together.---EdiYwna B•.lr'kE' 
(qll qraotes in the 
::.::tnte><t, by Fr•ank 
eHE-'•Ti!iico~; ,'!dapted from 
N. "'larp 11, Har ;:rt:'r anrl 
Maqll.l's Q•Jotations trr 
fk:>,.., ~lew Yor·k, ~'J69l 
EXERCISE E: 0" d cle~n sheet 
cartoons usi~g rl1rect quotation. 
of caper, tr~nscribe thP- follo~tnq 
De o:our•.., to.:o tndlc.,.!;:~ wh.:.o i=> o:.neaki:-rg. 
~E~E'S T~E WORLD FAMOUS 
SER6EANT ·MAJOR OF TI-lE FORE16N 
LEADING HIS TROOP5 
TI-lE 8URNIN6 DE5ER1' ... 
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... r:. 1~U~D£NDENT SEN.•ENCE 
CHAPTER TE!\1 
INDI RE:CT 9'•G.cJ-·1 
t. f,,ci~, ... ~r.:t ~~neer:h i~ a ~a.J· .... :\pnt"'.?.'.::~e .:~r; -~~-::·rn~'.:•r•::-: ·~--l!::r.:' s '=~~:·t.~.e·ra 
•:···· Wt'tt-:-:t~r. w·:·!r"r;s. 
01PEC~ GUOTAT!~~ 
'' T~-:~·~· :-' l .lyQ't"'•:•:.'l'""lrj 1·:";.; :-t";J•') 
~l~~e to ~he hlqhN~Y to 
E!TlS..tt'f:; +;t1~· Sc'lfEt/ •::Of t';e 
c:~ 1 !.rJt .. "?rt \~no ._,:;e j t" 11 
S6Ld tne ~a~~ commlSSlOn~r. 
t NL~ :· ~;:.c·r ~::;~·t:ECH 
rhe ~ar~ C~MMlDSlOner 
sa.d th~ playqroJnd was 
not sclfE becDuse ~t ~as 
:.: .. -:• c:l·)-:Se tc• th';? h2r.j~•-
_j. ~Jh~n _'y'OU US€1 1 .. 1di:'':?Ct speech,. you r.:-.ho•.'.l:1 '~L~·J.:.tlly r11errt;1,:.n 
'rihC·<..:;t? it:Jac:t~J '/OI.l ~l~"P. ~Jc:n·:~pht'·3..si '"1"::. 
t F VI]LJ DO i-lO ,· L.•;:T QL.:(]"r~. -r I IJN :.1·~ rw r.;' 
·~l.!THilll' ''l I ~·EA~"J IN 'ITJL!t< •J~IN Wl'.!!'i\)!3. 
Yijl, ~i!.J•':)T i:.•QR.:;P~IRASC fl-ti:'. 
[,- YClt: ,:·C h!Of., 'fCIU HO\/F: 
EXERCISE cl: 
-.1 ~fec:tl't~"? r"'E-C(t'""C1erJ .ttS d 1 r"'aCt C)•.lCt.::tt.:·)Y'IS •:•(' ,~_c, 
·,J,"JicJ rl'? bett•.?t"' ':•::-· r"ec ... ~·:,·:-·d tiL~ ;_jtJr-1~ :l.S Ci-r~r:.•c.•· 
~pa•::e:; ;:w•;··<tded. 
·. r,~J ~ ~-·ect sp~ech. ! t: 
u:_;.-:t::;-.r,.·:·t·,:;, c-~o .:;·:) l'f""1 
1. 
.-. (:;,.. 
:~t:t':1~t:1•*n 
r~-:ik r·t~::·~ wt',at _.t•:••.tr' c··~unt t"Y .~an jc. ·f Yr' y-~··.l. 
f,.:sr· y.-:.·J-:-" ~::·.:''.tl"'ttt"'y-·-Jc-hn t=". H.enr.edy 
1'4NSWER: 
"()s ~ n :.:-'C ,,~t-' a+; yo•.tt" c.:·:• •.tr··t '"'I c .:..1 n n .-_, f ,-:_,r.. 'j·:•' '., 
"d~Jk ~"t"'lc\.'t: 't'•:''.l C'-~n do f•:tl·"' y;:tl.lf"' (':t")Ur'tt'l Y•" 
vlha·.: ,..,p r··;o:.;.t ly thlnl< . .,.:,,_tld be ':<"·!.• t'"''st q,:.a' 1 ·;: ·" trle:t Cc·:·n~•·a:;l 
h:a .. ,~ -~he stt""'3t·,gth t;·:• .... ~J<er""t l"?V*-.:.•r·a.Lje ··.·r t~o? _;;.\,.,\.i~r"·l~.ta !Jf:,ver"'f"t-
O"'en~ . Tt1eY1 we c·:·u: ct ::;~ 1 1 1 ha·.t~ a ot:•ac··r:. ~ 1.\ ~ ~:_, !. 1 t 1 cat c::.e:- t.! er11en+:. 
-~-R,:.·.nld R~ag ... n··, 
ANS(~ER ~ 
No:•t ?.PPt'•:•pr: ·-'lte 
'3. 
'J. 
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rHE INDEPENDE~T SENTENCE 
CHP.DTE;R TZ.N 
I ND! i'<F.:CT SPG::CH 
5. Ir::Cit~ect sp2ecr is ~.ntt":;,duC""(!>d by a:n X S·)~,·s 't;hat 
tor X sale ~hat) word ~~o~p. Oth•r vercs, sue~ as stated 
~re sometLm~s u~~d. 
63 
6. The f··:.""'f'f' •:"''f ·~he '/i?r-·o j.r, t'ie :!.~""•tt"•:'.Jd•J.'.:tc-;-"'v 'tS•')t""d Rroup 1::: .. us,..J.ally 
th:: f•:tl'""rl" •":!f thE' Y'.:-r""!:l in ·~h~' rtl..!\1"~' ;hl('t or· ':h£? seriter,ce. 
=n=1:il:l•=-.-n 
7. 
-;he 5?. i d r, nCJ t t hi? ;J•:- t t et•y ~ t'E!rr~<" :'I< ~b.:'!' ·:·-,· 1 g 1 na ~- . 
. "~·-:·'.~n sttt:-=t!t•Jtes <~: ~' ~' o,.JF-,:., l, e":c. 1 
~h~ entire sentence .og1cal. 
::t:f=liil:l.::IA 
DIRECT QUOrPT!GN: 
.. Yc:l.l 1-iJ"''tC·w 1:;1,at ii= y•::rt.l'r' pt"'•:•dl..~ct 1sv·!'t :;tc.:.d, 1f /l)l.t~ se'r"'vices 
:lt"'L!~t' t; goc·d, )i()lJ' t·e going tc g~· ~:••.:.t ~~f b•-~-s-..l"'tt?5'5, '' sa1C 
Wi.ilji:\(11 Ben·""'ett, +;.:1 .:,;\ C·:·nfet~ence •:•1i ':imal t 8•.lSlne~ses .. 
;: ND I REC"!" (>PF:~:CH: 
~llliaM Dennett told a gr0~0 o~ c~oc!g ~~small cusine55 
t:nat 1 f tr.'?it' ot'•:>~J·;c+;s :1nd ,·,er·vices '"P.t''='"•' t g-.: .. ::od, they c.·o~,lc 
expect to ~o ~ut 0f busi~ess, 
E'<t::RCISE" 8: 
~:XioRC[S!'-~ C: 
pe.::z.-,;aqe;;. 
1 i'rd 1 ;•ect 
paper•, 
~~- .. t.Je've h'-'L1 ~·nQtlgh il"',qUl""l~S a'l'"ld ·11c:\t .. ~.at .:_tr·•.d.:y·:..~Is t.•:. 
SiJee~h 
~he'!' .. e is~. nl.:lt""~ .. et (f•:•r ccrnme-. .. cJal s::·(.1.ve tt".a'lt.~·.J. t_~r•tl~ 
'rl.:ide tf"lt;! E\fonOr.lroC!!'nlent the •:•tl-.et• di'IV, WE;' . .;ert?r• 1 I; -~IJ o'(;' l t 
~">IJ:~int..·~~5," ~:\al'i spt:-k~~f•l«~ Jack 8.:.,yo. ti~.Je 2.'-\cilftl:i..! ... f.?~ it 
t:.h.:'Clded .... t~ i~.:, 30 lfol(~ •'\J.:lJ ~·:"' b~'l..:k ~(J tre t~et)DlP :""h·~) rnade 
,:.1f"'\d o"thet" :":'·.)n!p .. :.:\ntes .. l 
!--he 
was 
ill"ld 
th!i' 
p'l""e;:. i ~e-rYt 
a v1ab!e 
~1ave r.'='""' 
;. rrq•.~1:· ~es 
... H "Th~y't"E' as ~·.:.:•nfqs~d QS tam," l~ald .),,..,.,.:~ld fL~~Ja.n,. tt-1~ Whlt'? HoaJSf: 
Cr-.!ef of St,3ff-'J. ··r .j.,:.n' t L(n\-:.w wnat t~e e·ff·~c~· c._~f tr1e r,f_,t.._. tax I. .~ws:J 
i-!t ;"lll be c-'n ,,;e., t>ec.:u.t5e f. (j·:·n' t i..'.nO'"' v.t1at t~e. tr~~'''".:::i~ t·:tn .... ,.\les are. 
Ch15 point ti"'~ €.'t.7•:1)'tOrclt5t~ C\'r'e, f,:,·r· th .. :' rcl•:st ;.)dt~t.. d1:•.1'r"HJ Wi1':1t 
t'JQlY:q-·~tt'"yirtg t,:, f-'IJ'.lr··e :~·Jt what t~;e:: ef~:::!·-·t: ·~1 J. t te on -t,t'e \:-C~".:-ncrny." 
i , ral 
:S. "Evel"' tn thz. r•ele.a-:;tr.g •:>f ti-J!?;.E' nar.1r:•~;, '.:h·? •J·:•vet'Y"•me.-rt di;;pl=:.ys 
l""'SEr,sti:~'/1";' ... ' t:·.) it:-; c:•Wn '=iti?~t"'~~l ar1d t•.:·'~-lt~a t::·-,e ;--dr&1.tly .-·,-F aetnlr,ees,~> 
'.i'dld D..-1v1d Dall.il"ry., CS·=··.tth qf•·tca' •:.: ·~-:Jp·~··::J. ~ t ·:-n D,·,:•Cp"e·o;st ve Fed~r-al 
Party spokesman on JUStice and ths mcd1a. 
"Th\w 8,50~-lorg lt~t t~ not even alc~~b~tLc~:, an~ it ~tll 
pe·:opia days, ir r•:.t weel<s, t·~· loc:J~te rrill•1es ,:lf •,;;Jec:cf.ic pe•::rple who 
been d>?.tr:rined." 
CAl! quotati•:tns tat·u:ron f ..... c:.m the ~~e.-Jr.esj.ay, P'L;Jit:;t ;,:!l1, 
R~:~tS'teri 
'::d<.e 
r1ave 
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CI~APTER H.. N 
I NtJ!. REC T •;;PEEi::H 
EXERCISE D~ T>''!t'l5cribe:! t~e foll•:>wlr•'.l ·=ar·t•)Or,s 
Ele -;o_n-e t •.) l roLl i cat e wi1C• is S~·eak l roy. 
1!!: FOR "SIIOW AIID TELL M 
• -roOAv, 'l'D LIKE -ro • 
::D INTROOUCW SOME801:1Y 
.C WWO IS VE~YSP£0-'1,. 
1'0ME ... 
QUESTIONS IN fND!~-lEC': ~3°EEL'1 
64 
:;o~e,_ .. h. 
8. 1f ~he o-i~ 1 nal que~tio~ is a y~s-~o ques~icn, the !ntrnduc-
tion b<?l,;ln~: 
if 
;( asks/.3osked 
=t:f:li'll=.l.::IJ-"'A 
She asked ~h~th~r th@ vagrant slept in tne odrk. 
She asked if the vagrant l1ved ~~ ~ne p~rk. 
9. :f the ·~riQjr,aJ. qu~.·st~•:tr !.5 a wh·-~ue~t.l·=·~,, ~he 1;·,tt .. Odl\Ctl01'! 
beq.ins: 
X asks/asked + ~uesr~~n ~ora 
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CHAPn.OR :EN 
r ~JD f RECT ~:OPEECH 
;Qt. ~f tr.e ~:•t"i~t:·tal ':11Je~'t'!t":"n is .:..:f.. wr-..-:,-quE:.l":;tlQn, r,;t-,e ':'bJeC"= .. ,f the 
·.:•r"' :. q l 'rh1. t ~e!'",t enct:? fc. ~ ~ •:tws t fte q :_u;=. ·~;t 1 ·:-·~ ~ ... '4•.:•r"'d .. 
:t:f':lili:I.::IA 
IJ~fl:i!NI=IL SENTENCE~ 
s v 0 ---------.. 
X ~Jcl!:i ~heo sec.;:.nd t1usb~nd c·r- Jr:iCt4•le~ LnE· EI•:•U'ilar·. 
OlJEST: IJN: 0 ---....,--------w~. ~.o~.•'il~ t?·:;~c··~-:trld ~u;::..rJr.1~1d C•f Jacqtl·~.l! Y'tt? ~l.er? 
0!SC-" nucr:::TllJN: 
11 Whl".' w~ t ne.• sac•...:•nd h '.I,; l?a~r.-.r-_j--,-;.-f-. --c-<-1 r-_-q-.-, :._--,-i-I-1'-1-~--=B-r-, L-l--' .' 1 et•. ,' . ' 
het·r,, it asked • 
. : N~i! f~Ei.:T SPEECH~ 
T~ herr.nt 
WOIS. 
11. ~ll ·:-•ther ir··Ctr .. ect r:uo .. :ti·:ar)s--ya~-·n·-) q·J.r.:..,~ttQns ar-.rt wh-q•""'ecs-
: i•:•r,s·--follow ~hese !'"'t.ll es: 
d.No v~rb mark~r i~ added to the or\~1nal ser~ence. as 1~ 
:·•P.gLtlat• QI.IPSt L0t1'i:•. 
b. ·:he 'SI.IbJee:t .:~rod the Vll!,...b, 
merker, 3rn no~ tnvert~d, 
r:tt"' t..,e StlbJt-:~r+. ~;r-,r.J -t:ne f).:··~t v~rb 
as the:-y -n·e • .. -, ''P.t:)Ul ~"' quest lC•r,s. 
12. ill]. indl~'"'ect quest:.~r.s·--l"'"'cl'.~dl ... ,~ ""h.t··~(-'·-test::..:•ns---F,~lJ.·~w 
tr\!:lc:;e ~"'•..t les: 
".Tht.? f·:·r•n •:•f th~? verb in the trt.,.-.·:·'~•-tct::·~·Y• :s •.:sually ":he f·~rrn 
0F the verb in i;M~ mai~ part ~~ t~~ ~e~tenc~. 
b.~oun substt~utes change i;o make th~ 2~tir~ sentance lcgt~al. 
~.No ~uestion m~rk ~s us~d. 
<:XERi:ISE' r:·: 
:=J:f:1wt:J .. #I 
"Whe,.~e h.:t'''=' .all ':he fl·~wers g•:•ne?•• a!=;~(-::~ i-:•:n:e ·:·;~~Qt?)'"'. 
ANSW£~: 
Pete SPeqe,... a~ks wh~r~ ~11 the flower~ h3v~ 10r~. 
"{)..:. ~·.:•u ""'ea\11'::' w:=u~t to h•.,rt m•"?"" ~sk~ f),,)y -~e(Yr"':'Jc"?. 
Bc·'f t:.;e,~rge .:;.sl-t:i l.f w~ ""'eally wi\r1t. t·:J ht.H'<t; hlH1, 
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CHAPTEP r::::•J 
I NO I RECT c.;c~·::cH 
b. 
:. 
8. 
'3. 
illt. 
EXERCISE c: On a ~~~AA sheet ~f ca~~r, !~anscr1ba ~h~ follG~1"g 
ccn"t•='•:\tt ~.ntt:- tnel11·-e~.::-t S;JC?er_~,,. Be SL' ... ,~ t..:, l~tdl·-~ut:? ~~he i.;:t spe-·;:.~1ng. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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THE INDEPENDENT SENTC~C~ 
':HAPTF::R ELELJEN 
-SCECiALIZED VERB FORMS-
1. Spe~l~llzed verb form~ ar~ used to cescr:o2 
•· REQU!qEMENTS AND ~UGGESTIONS 
~~-lt:.I'I1P. C 1:Jrnmon \/ef'bS !=;lgr,a: 'tt":e n8ed ~· . .) ·.·.~e -:~ r:.;J~Cla?..ll:~ed 
ve~t f0rm Ln the second ndrt of the l~neD~n~~nt gent~nce: 
DEMAN~ INSI~T SilGGEST 
flEG!UEST UF:GE HECOMML"ID 
:t:f~10il~~~"i=l 
"he ch~lrper~on recommen~ed t~at ••• 
~he J 1nebac~er r~auest•d that ••• 
b. WISHES 
... 
""· 
,.he ver•b wis" !>t3nal'> ti-1"" ne,zd <:·.:, 113€! '\ ;,·JectaJ.i::ed ver•b f::wru 
. ,.-, the sec1.:tYr<.~ na,.~t :,f t~~e ':.:,r.-.ntr:r-rce 1 f c~-:.r.t~ a, w'.)l.tld •:•r .-,,l9h"". 
,·:~x·e l'11.)t pr"'e:;~r"'Jt ~ 
:t:f~1~1=.lll~'"f1 
Manv ~retori4ns w1sh that ••• 
D~sm~nd Tu~u ~;shes ~~at ... 
~ contrarv-to-fn~t conntti~n s1gnal~ the need to use a spe-
l'""'\_:...,!.:::ed vot··t! -Fl":'lt'fll 1.n b•:·'th pcr"'ts .. ~·!.- tt-1e.~ ~e,.·~t:ent .. -:~~ 
=n:,ul=.~-.=--"11 
If MAcnnna weighed 250 pounds ... 
r:: C·.iilvld l.;?tter·ma•) h•:>st=d che ~\~''' ·~rner'JC.i t··~gear".t .•. 
VERB FORMS: 
~st art cF •~~t~nce 2n~ par~ of sentence 
S I ;'t!PLE r·rJRM I 
it-FORM 
<p3st) 
ed·-FCRM 
(p,·esent) 
(pa~ti 
SIMPLE FOP,..l 
EX4MPLES: 
The ;::.:·mr.1L t t E.'S' t"f.'C•::>rnmend<;; 
tt1a.t r,e :'JP. expelled. 
T~e coMmittee recommended 
t~at he be expel~ed. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 
-SPECIPLIZED VSRB FOR~S-
0:.8 
'JE.RB "T?RMS: <:.Xf'•'1PLES: 
1st oart 0~ senten~e 2nd oar~ of sentenc~ 
!present ~coeful) 
s: 1 i"!Pt.C: f-"'J;m; 
it -I"":JRI"I 
S1MC•l.E r=ORM/ 
i t -F~~ >Ji'l 
SIMPL.E FORM/ 
1 t -Ft.tR"' 
EXERCISE n: On a c!van 
the rolCo<iel set '.'.Cl •. -·n 
~erbs--demanJ, Huqqest, 
Cprese~t ~opefull 
ed-FORM 
<except ·~';;e He•·e 
1~, olac:e ·~·f ~ 
... 
be- FIJRi¥1 
h~d 
+ 
~~ <.lve-·F'JRM 
~k'lO 
+ 
h.:.ve-'""CIRM 
Sha wis~es ~hat she Mcld a 
PCI'r .. S•':ht:=o. 
She w1sMes that sh& we~~ ~ 
~obel ~rlZ& l•ureat. 
Sh2 ~~shew that she we~e 
~w1wm1ng righ~ n~~-
~he w1shes that 9he had 
:-. c.id d P'·:•""'c;c:--re. 
She ~:sh0• that s~e had 
been a NobPl ori:e laur•at. 
~ne wished ~hat she h~d 
she&~ 0f pa~er, write twc ~enter~os b;iSEd •::ln 
l;t-.i.? ~r.:?Vl•"tU'.:l Di..\iif-? 1 '.lS1 r.g ~ach ~.f th-:~e 
:ZXERCtSE 8: 
·.,jlStles wi ~h 
On a ~lean sheet of paper, 
out the ~~• of ~~uld, would 
~r1ta 12 aance~c~s descrtbJng 
•.:•r' r,nqt·.·t. T·r•y t·:• cr·eat? c1 
1 ... ...,. 
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Ci.JAP-:ER E:._E\'E!\J 
-SPCC!RLIZ~O V~RB F0~~S-
VERB FO~MS: ~X~MPLE: 
1st oa•-t of ser>t"!?"l'"'e ~~nd Dal~t •:tf :;r;mter.r:~ 
( pt•eser.t l 
I! 'Oh<;1 1-)a.<J a. P•:•t'5r:he. 
69 
ec-FORM 
(;:>-cr.ept •.lse 
wP.t"'E 1 :"'· p lace 
~as• 
W•:•llld/ 
t:Qllld/ 
'.tl g~l; 
"'he ":ll'~~ot: be '11-:••""e p•:;.po_:} :\1'. 
wet'!? 
+ 
be-FO?M 
th~d 
+ 
he.ve-C"iJRf'l 
had 
+ 
tlave····'"OPi•! 
+ 
~'Ui"'PLE FORM 
l.,o•.!lrj/ 
C•::onld/ 
mighi: 
+ 
SIMPLE: 
(,:J~st) 
wo::•u 1 a I 
~(')'Jlc!l 
11Jl gnt 
+ 
S!MPLE 
.,.h.)U ld/ 
C•:••.J t.d 
~11 ght 
h;!ve 
i-ORI\1 
FORM 
+ 
have-FtlRI'II 
!::XERCISC C: On ,, •::lean .;;tu"'et ,-,f 
C)nd.tior>~ in the presen~ and SlN 
oc,st. 
=t:f:l~I:!J·~ 
If ~h~re ~~re one world qovernment ... 
[f she were a Nob~i prize 
l.al:."F.~at, shE-! wco~.ll d laugh 
:n her hiqh school chem 
tec-..che~ '"; f.?.::e. 
:f bh~ ~ere ~w1mm1ng 
rJ~hl "lO~, ~he COYld 
for1~t 2b0~t tne the31s 
she was supposed t~ ~e 
Wl .. 1 ~: n•: 
Tf sumeore had takan an 
l;'1i:~t"'~~;.~: 1r1 ~h£' .:Jl''"l,. she 
~~~ht not b~ 1n pr1snn 
t( ... r~ay .. 
•~ ~0me0ne had ta~~n ~n 
.~.nte~ .. e~.t "..r, t;t1e git"'l! ~he 
m1ght ~ot ~-)ave been ln-
pr"':..~.~<r··r-~d at +:he age c,f 
:··,.1 qhtee~n. 
SlN ~~~tr~ry-t0··¥act 
:ond1t1,ns 1~ the 
C'<E:RCISE 0: Complete the condttions you have est•bl!sMed in C. 
=t:f:1i7J:l .. ~ 
Ir ther·.., wet•e C•l"le 1-l•:;.rlct g.-•ver'"'nMel'lt, \"E.' l"·:••.lld a:J be be.;,urc•r.::t·:..ts. 
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CHAPTC:R TWELVE: 
-NOUN SUBSTITUTES--GGAGE-
70 
writ~ ten ~ent~nce~. 
s;;mt.;?r~C''?. If ther'S! 1s ·"r' •:•bJect n-::"Jn, 
siMpl~ ve-bs RM/ts/ar~·w~s/were. 
=t:f:liii:I.=A 
Ci~~!e t~~ suhJect 
·.lno,:->·line •.t. Do 
t'\Ot.J.rt A. r. each 
~••=>t use the 
. 
. . 
2. 
3. 
'+. 
7. 
3. 
1 0. 
t. A l"':•::'»l.l'l"') :;;utJstlt'JtP. lS a wo:)·r'C:. tht.1t l.--tHP~~. -:-:~-,.,:.~ Dl:\C!~ ~~f c.~ spe-
c l f i c:· 'r"tt:d~l.,. .. 
The n•:>•.t~ ">Llbstit•.ttes trl<lt c.:.l<.e t~1e Llla.::e 
;:~.-·e 
He She 
It 
:t:f~lili::J.~'"R 
r= ~31lOJei...:t nc,,.tl"lS 
A studer.t •s the atlth·:>r· •:.f ti-J'? b•:•o«.-·--)She •.s ~ne c=.•.t+t;.:•r· ;,f t.,eo,bC•·:>k. 
·:t>o;o bc•.::·i-< t~ a,., Engl ;.s,.. 'llar.ual. ---------·---:::-:::---) :: 1 s .. ~n i.::"rq:;l ish ~;liln•uu • 
....... 
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SHAPTER TWELVE 
-NOUN SUBST17UTES--UE~GC-
The r•eo•.ll'l s•.•bst:lt•.\tec:. which t.itk.!? tn"! pL:;.::-<:! .:,f ·~bJE't"·l; no:: ... m-:; 
a~--~ 
l'lF Us 
Her• 
It 
:t:f:1~:~11~"'R 
71 
A ~tude~t wr~te ~h~ book.------------------------->~ student wrote :t. 
E~ERCCSE B: w~tte ?n aporoprtate ncun sub~tLt~tA ~~ove the ~uhjec~ and 
()Oject n•:'l.•f"~S t!''l ~re-~xet~cls& A. 
:t:f:1~1~·~ 
T·~e ·~hr·:o•Jd .:of T•.w-.,.., ast•::>:"•~.shed th;:;) ,·n1g~1 ... 1:-c •• 
.:.... [ f y(~.u r.:n .. e •JnGltre w~ethe?r· t0 u:e a :~·~~Jec-: l"".rJ•.t~, s•.,ost 1 tu·t;.g 
,:,, .. an ~:.bJect nc·•.tn c;;·.tb43tltute, "":,-F~:p.,.. :.t: 1~ l-1el~f':.,l to br(?a.K 
t n;: sent er.c•.? 2 r.t o t ~~·~· sHr•t ;;.nee~. 
:t:f:liii:JII::A 
t·1y c·:•l !ec.igW~!C .'tnd _____ hc.v•.! t..een Cleve l•:)P ~ '19 '"' c-;Jr·e f•::>r 
I. me 
5. Af:.er• t~1e s:n1plco 'l;;)t'bs am/ts/ar•e/~;a.st~a:r·e, ·:·~, t:he subJeCt 
·~···:~~ .. tn subst 1 '"':.•.tte. 
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CHAPTER rWEl.VF. 
·-NOUN SUBST I TUTES--US~~GC-
f:XERC!SE C: Break 8ach ~f th~ followtng se~tences 1~t~ two 
pe.gt". Tr"'"' f 1! 1 in as <;h•:•wr, · n e"<ample f(P.n· '='"'~ ~he previQ•8~s 
~:f:liii:J .. =A 
1. 
2. 
Q medieval c~stle lS where the sne1k an~ livwd. 
A~ISWf:R: 
A 111ed iev~\ l 
A •ned 1eva l 
A r11".!':1 i <?val 
.::.;~stle 
·::-a;.;tl'? 
~astle 
!S 
is 
wl-1ere 
wh"'1·e 
Wt"E?!-'g 
•;;he. 1"\cr· 
Y•:•u and __ -:---t~ave d•:.n~ excellet·•t wc•·Li. ·:·:··, t">e ,,,··:o.J~ict. 
sne 1 he-r"' 
72 
:;ente>l"ces, 
t~e· blan~ .• 
3. He bc~gn~ s~me ~th&~ curi~s1ties and 3t the auction. 
t ,, E''/' t ,,.,,,, 
4. You .?.nr:l ~ave wych work ~o do. 
I, rn~~ 
5. The "''""lCJhb•::.•·s iJo!t!?d __ t·::> the c:er·!?mony. 
7. 
1., m~ 
3he and __ ~_were i.\rrP.stea <:l•.ltstc1e ·:.f t.:.t,.-:entx. 
:,e,htro 
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CHAPTER n..Jt:L.'v'£ 
-NOUN SLIBST I T!J rE~3--liSI:r;E --
6. i\lc.ttr-, ..:,!Jbstit,ltes c~ ... ~: tat-c.e t~e p1£t.ce t:.f a : ... ,,·:~•;r-1 Wl'th .';tn apoc.3·· 
T .. r··t:"·~·he (" >. 
:t:4'~1iil~·~-n 
C' << l ! l eo • s 
7. 'P"1P. r>·Y.J:"l S'-'b;;;<:!t•.~tes tha~ taJ.<e ~he !Jl;-..::c :·f "''=''-tl"o~; ....,\tt-1 aoc•:-
tr-•::<phes ar·e 
Our 
l"he 1·,--
His 
B. :,;,: ... tn S•lOSti~•-ttes cal"• r:.Li.e tr,e ~11.'1::'?. eo'· ,~ ·~·)l.ln ,.:th al"l dpos-
~·r•='Dh~ Ot'i!') the Y")CIIJ.n th.:\t f•:•ll;.:•..._.S .. 
Mc~es' time was Much ~et+;~~ +;han th~1rs. 
,.t·.e Er-q 11 .,;h gar-.::: en';; 1 ay.-,ut anped•'c:>d ··~·-·t·e r.:.q:>haza.rd than th!? 
•-=-:-·en•=r· ga,·der' s ia-.~o•..tt t1id. -------·--··-·'-
fhe El":l'J ~ i st~ g•n·de··,• ~ l ayo:<~.tt aj:pea~·ed rn·:>r"P 'laph.:>:.:~rc th.:!.n 
! t •; d l r), 
~ .. N·~•_:.n subst.:.t,.lt'=S th.:3't 't-3.t(e.! tl:fJ pl;.1C'e •":"If" ,.:o. Yu.:•·.tn ~ith ~~n .:;.pos-
:rophe 3nd the noun tha~ follows are 
Mi l"tF. Dm·s 
Y·:·ttt'S 
Its 
E:\ERCTSE D: 
11)1_1)'"'~ 
i. t, ~, 
t·l ll~·e, 
the,; 1 ''• [' fol 1 
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CHOPTER TWELvE 
--NOUN SUBST T TUTCS ---1.'5f\:3f: -· 
its, she's, 
EXERC!SE E: 0~ a ~lean •h0et of paoPr, 
in ex~rcise D in a santence. Ycu mat w1s~ ~o 
.:,••)nt t.,.3Ct l•:•YICE. .. 
EXERCISE F: Use noun substitutAs to r~plac~ 
·.•her·e•ter a:::JOt•,_:~pr•j.ate, in thP- f·:>l i·~·~ll ,...,_~ paso;<.o>L]P.. 
p.:1.ssagr..~. 
w0rk out the terms 
74 
f,::> lJ •:>Wl l'";g list: 
we'r~, he's. 
u~e each of th~ word~ 
r+t:i+ .. tns, 
~lter·ed 
V1rginia, a great chagt~~ in American !if~ ceme to a close, and a qr•at 
n~w chapter began. 
The~e men were br1ngtng the C1v~l War ~o t~c ~1'111 W"-r's v1 rt :.1al 
F ;_ ,..,i sr .. 
ltv1ng ~ow that ':he 
8ut tn effect it was 
~11 over ~hen Grant ~~d Lee siqne~ the p~~ers. the 
G~ant and Lee were t~o strong men. thQse o~dly ~~~ferent qene~als, 
t~rough Grant and Lee, nad com~ 1nto f1na! col!1~:~n ... 
Lee embodied ~way of life that ~.o cJmP ~~wn ~hrough t~n ~ge of 
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CHAPT;::R TWEL.'/E 
··NOUN Sl.JE•s·~! TIJTES--US;4GF. --
~••1P.r'1Ci~ wa<:; 3 l~r1d that was 
ltlor•e co:omp 1 i ca>: ed 
r1gh"ts and sh·::ould 
h~ve an equ~l chance 1~ th~ world. the 
Feel1ng that it waa 50MPh~w of advantaye to hu~~n soc1ety tG 
~ ':"". f 1 uerrce. 
of m~n wi:~ a strong sensP of obliga~1on 
l1ved not to qa1n ~dv~ntage ~or thems~lves, 
S•::>Clet:/ 
t•:"' meet; 
he a 
itself 
and 
rr.er-1 who 
f:'lct that thr:> 
men were Prl~ileged. From the men the country would get the ~ountrt's 
'~ader•ship; to.J the men the C•::Oltnt""Y coulct 1·::>·:11< f~··· >:toe higher values--of 
strength and vir~ue ••• 
Grant, the son of a tanner on the ~ester~ fr::ontter, was ~vprythin~ 
Grant had come up the harM way ~nd in 
grew up bey0nd the mounta1ns. 
~ho carea ha~rlly anything fo:r the past but who naJ a sha~p eya for the 
futut•e. 
Theso? f,•,:.r.tier men wer•e the ;:wer.ise ·:·pp·:·~:lte;:. ·:>f th~ tir1ew-:!+:er 
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CHAPTf.="~ TWf.'JE 
-NOUN SU£6 T [ TlJ ft:=.:S--USAGE 
Pacl-<. •:of the f'ror>tier mer, 1n tt1e-· 
t a4en people •:.ver the C..!leqhcr>ies ar>':1 1nt•::> tt~e •:.oerri.r.g West ,;;or·,.., cor_;·,,tr·y. 
detoK•cr··;.>.r:y, !"lOt 
but 
ar>d knew h~w how democ~acy wor~~d. s•::.c i et y ron ght 
have oriv~lPye~. b~t ~Me prtvile~ges w~ula oe ~r1~1!eqes each 
I 
No man was born to 
anyt~ing, e~~ept perhaos to a chance to s~~w how f4r a ~a~ co••ld r·1-:;e. 
Lif~ was coMpetition •.. 
So ~r2nt and Lee were 
·r·em·esent. i. nq t ••o 
and macl'inet·y. c ~- t 1 ~s 
burgeoning Vltali~y. Lee might have r1dden dwwn f-~m the old age of 
flutter1ng over Lee's head. 
-.... 1.r.lse, dr•awing 
rrldn lea. 
<Adapted ~;·om "Gr•ant and LEOe~ (.1 St~ody 1n C•:•ntrnst,•.," tly Br•.1ce Catt.:on .3S 
11•.1bl i.s:"led in ReadirrQS f•:»• Wt·ltl;;'t"$ by .f.:• R'ly i"'C'Cuen, Han:-•:"Jrt Brace 
Jovanovtc~, San Diaqo. 1986) 
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TH~ INDEPENDENT SEN7ENCE 
CHAPTER Tloi~L'JE 
NOUN SU8ST r TlJTl::S--f~SFERE:Nr:E 
1. P r•o•Jn 5•..tbst1t:•.·te •···efers cl~drlv ~-.-:_, -i "-:iDP\.-'lfir: :"'l~""''-lY'I. 
::t:f~1~i!ll~ 
Mc?ar~ wrote his mus:c before the a~e of :5. 
(r"E-I•ers .:J~) 
The :laugh t -=•· t"E'";;pect ed ilto>· rr1ot n!o.'t'. 
~.'r"~fE"t""S clearl:; t•:l :1;\uq~!""~ 
Tllf' l?:!f:-eotl•:•>'r t'3 1t, which 1n sor.1e 1d!•:·ma':1.::: phr•ases do::rc,s 
Yn:•t ""'et:-~11 t•"':• ~ ... efen·"t.._-, a spe'::"tftc· ... ,c,.tn 
; t. 'i .=:: :t,'\0. 
(idl.::or.latlC-' 
r-+:· s rrice l:)f.l't. 
< ic!l•::rm~>t !C) 
hnweve~: The bi-~ had broken ito;; w1n~. 
lre~'=rs clearly ~o blrdr 
3. ;:to ··)Ot •.lse a Y"::>r.1n S•.10'5titut2 iF 1t ·.·;; '-'.~rt:!P.ar· what th"" ...,,·::o•..ln 
··H.tbStitiJt;:.f r•t:?fet"'S to: IJSE! ri. Y"t()Un tnste3.d. 
a. THEY 
-:"he r·,e~w·:>r•\l.s pr"<.:'empted a nr .. llllbP.r" of c•:•pular· ortmc,o-tirow• showo,. 
:Nor: I hey pr·eempte\1 ••• > 
~ally~ood Ma~es a lot of MOrPy on horr~r ~ovi~~­
(NUT: Tn~y maKe a lot o~ m0ney. 
b. mu 
C. 1~l::eY•S don't have ft"'e~dt:'lrn •:,f speecn l.l"• r1•:•1ne C•:.•.:.ntrle~. 
(NOT: You don't have .•. l 
~'£'<)Pl'? didn't miss ::hurch when the ~:· .. w1 t.,;rs we·r'!? in oowel'. 
CNOT: Yo•.1 dldn' t mi.o;;s chur•ch ••• l 
c."'HAT'THIS 
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High-speed cnases re~u!t in the death of m~~y innocent pe~ple 
~v~ry year. T~io;; tr~qedy is preventable. 
Ci\IOT: H1gh-spE~ed c:hases r·esult in the death ·:~f lllafry 1nnc.::ent 
ct. n 
Th2 doq bit s ne~g~bor. tt~ behavior ~Yrprtseo e~~ryone. 
(NO ... : The d•::>g b;t .;~ neigl"ibor•. if sm•:::Jrl~>eO everyone • .1 
